
THE METALLURGY AND COMPOSITION
OF ETRUSCAN BRONZE

A. In t r o d u c t io n

The principal purpose of this paper is to present the analysis of 700 repre-
sentative Etruscan bronzes showing the range and development of alloys used by 
their craftsmen, and give some insight into the methods of metal production.

The Etruscan ‘ phenomenon ’ if one may be permitted to use such an expression 
does seem to be the product of Hellenic civilisation upon what tvas basically the 
indigenuous Iron Age society, which remained both independent and original whilst 
willing to adopt the technology and culture of the other civilisations of the eastern 
Mediterranean. The westernisation of Japan probably forms a modern analogy. This 
interaction is reflected in their material culture. The typology and style have been 
the subject of much more study than the technology for which the necessary detailed 
scientific examination and analysis are absent. The influence from the east on the 
design is apparent enough, but how far does this influence extend to the composition 
and fabrication of the metal ? It is hoped that the analyses published here when 
used with comparable analyses of Greek material, both from Greece itself and 
Southern Italy (Craddock '■2), and with those of the succeeding Roman material 
will enable the Etruscan achievement and role to be more fully understood.

It must not be forgotten that the mines and smelters within Etruria were one 
of the most prolific sources of copper and iron as well as lead, silver and tin and 
zinc in the classical world. As in so much else Etruscan metallurgy formed the 
basis of later Roman skills in this field. Thus purely on these grounds the Etruscan 
bronzes as the products of this industry are worthy of technical study.

B. Pr e v io u s Wo r k

In contrast to the mass of publication on art history (of which the works of 
Pallottino 3 and Hus 4 and the two short works by Sybille Haynes s'6 have proved 
most useful to the author) there is relatively little scientific or technical work 
published on Etruscan bronzes or metallurgy generally. Even in the recent publication 
L’Etruria Cineraria 7 only the excellent papers by Sperl and Formigli deal specifically 
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with metallographic and technical investigations Almost all that has been published 
appears in the technical section of Studi Etruschi. The mineral resources and 
remains of early mines and smelting places within ancient Etruria have been discus-
sed by Davies8 von Hase9, Minto '0> 11 Blanc 12 d’Achiardi13-14, d’Achiardi and 
Stefannils, Stella 16 Badii17 Cambi18 and (in English) Modena19.

Papers primarily concerned with the composition of Etruscan and related metal-
work which are used in this work include Barker20 Junghans, Sangmeister and 
Schroder21 and Cambi22 on Bronze and Iron Age Italian bronzes; Riederer23 and 
Craddock 24 on Sardinian bronzes and on Etruscan bronzes themselves. Piccardi23 
Cesareo, Sciuti and Marabelli26 Leoni2' (statuary bronze), Caneva and Marabelii23, 
Picon Condamin and Boucher29 Maes30 Panseri and Leoni31 (mirrors) and very 
recently Follo et al32 (mirrors) and Borelli, Ronchi and Miccio33 (protome). The 
analyses in the last two papers should be treated with caution. Both seriously over-
estimate the tin content but for different reasons. Folio’s group analysed the 
uncleaned surface of the mirrors by x-ray fluorescence and the inclusion of either 
corrosion products or surface tinning has given tin contents which apparently vary 
between 4.15 and 29.1%. Borelli’s group used a combination of wet chemical 
analysis for copper and atomic absorption spectrometry for the other elements, 
this approach should be reliable, but for some reason tin was not separately 
quantified. Instead it was merely estimated by difference, and apparently ranged 
between 8.3 and 37%, with most well over 10%. Possibly copper was underesti-
mated because of corrosion. These high tin contents are otherwise unparalleled in 
Etruscan alloys, or indeed the copper alloys of any other period outside of these 
two papers.

The fabrication and finishing processes have been investigated for some types 
of bronze artifact, notably for mirrors and small decorative metalwork, such as 
fibulae etc. The work of Panseri and Leoni31 on mirrors is extremely useful, and 
that has now been joined by the work of Rebuffat - Emmanuel34. Bronze fibulae, 
pins and brooches have been extensively studied by Folio33 and Formigli 36’37·38. 
Panseri and Leoni have produced metallographic studies of other bronzes, for 
example copper nails 39 and bronze knives40. The fabrication of bronze reliefs been 
discussed by Johansen 41 in his book on that subject. This bibliography, has been 
compiled to give some indication of the available literature to the English speaking 
world, and to reveal the limitations of the author’s own reading to Italian, German 
and French scholars.

C. So u r c e s a n d  Pr e c u r s o r s

The principal metal producing areas of Italy lie within Etruria, and virtually 
all the metals of antiquity with the exception of gold are represented (fig. 1). The 
principal mines of the Etruscans were in the Colline Metallifere (anciently Massa
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Metallorum) Hills behind Piombino near to ancient Populonia which was the 
centre of Etruscan metalworking.

Davies8 suggested that tin, iron and copper came from the Campiglia mountains 
and argentiferous lead was the main product of the Massetano mountains. How-
ever the latter mountains were surveyed in some depth by Badii17 and he con-
cluded that iron, copper, silver, lead and zinc were all exploited in antiquity. Most 
of the deposits are mixed and it is often difficult to be sure exactly which mineral 
was being sought in some mines. Thus both the tin and zinc deposits are mixed 
with iron and the ancient workings into them could have been for the iron only 
(but see below).

In addition to the metals mentioned so far, the famous Bronze Age buttons 
of antimony found at Mount Bradoni probably come from deposits in the nearby 
Apuane Alps, but there is no evidence that antimony metal was produced by the 
Etruscans.

Copper

The beginning of the of the copper mining in the Campiglia and Massetano 
is not known with any certainty but evidence of ancient workings abound, and 
there are reports of flint tools found in ancient galleries. However significantly there 
are no reports yet of the distinctive grooved stone mining hammers characteristic 
of Early Bronze Age mines, only of metal chisels characteristic of the Late Bronze 
Age onwards. Another approach to the problem of chronology is afforded by the 
composition of the metal. Etruscan and Sardinian bronzes of the 1st millennium 
BC are distinguished by levels of cobalt persistently rather higher than those found 
in other contemporary bronzes and this would seem to be a feature of the copper 
from both Tuscan and Sardinian ore bodies, (especially those around Volterra, the 
bronze coins from which contain between 0.03 and 0.53% of cobalt). Piccardi25 
suggested high nickel and cobalt might indicate a Spanish origin. The analyses of 
Early Bronze Age material from Italy and Sardinia performed by Junghans, 
Sangmeister and Schröder21 show the same pattern of relatively high cobalt values 
when compared with other contemporary bronzes. (In the analytical programme 
carried out by Slater for Barker20 on Italian Early Bronze Age metal, cobalt was 
not sought). The results of Junghans et al project do suggest that both Tuscan 
and Sardinian ores were exploited during the Early Bronze Age. By the Late Bronze 
Age in central Italy the bronze metalwork regularly contains substantial traces of 
cobalt (eg., in 40 of the 44 bronzes from the Ancona museum analysed by Cambi22. 
The results of these projects tentatively suggests that the Tuscan ores were exploited 
continuously long before the Etruscans, but final proof is lacking and the strictures 
on the use of trace element content of the metal for provenancing studies discussed 
at length in the first part of this series of papers1 remain very much in force.

As well as providing for local needs Sardinian copper may have entered into 
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long distance trade in the 2nd millennium BC as documented by the many finds 
of the distinctive oxhide ingots of copper and the recent discovery of smelting 
places 42 , 43 suggests local production.

The oxhide ingots are normally associated with the Mycenaeans and the east 
Mediterranean but there is growing archaeological evidence of contact between 
Sardinia and the east Mediterranean at this time44 although trade with the east 
Mediterranean in copper is still distinctly unproven. By contrast no oxhide ingots 
have ever been found near the Tuscan copper deposits, providing further evidence 
that this source was not intensively worked during the second millennium BC 
(see below).

Persistent ancient legend recorded by the Greeks state that copper was once 
produced on the island of Elba before it became famous for its iron45. In addition, 
Davies 8 records heaps of ancient copper slag as evidence that copper was once 
smelted on the island as well as iron. Recent survey has also revealed evidence of 
ancient copper, lead and iron working on the island of Giglio and two copper 
ingots (M Bond Pers com.) are said to have been found on a wreck of the sixth 
century BC.

The most visible evidence of Etruscan metallurgy lies in the huge heaps of 
slag in the region around Piombino. Surveys of some of the heaps estimated that 
between 10-12 million tons of slag originally lay in that region ”■14. Some of the 
slags were shown to contain between 0.67 - 1.2% of copper and were thus presu-
med to be copper slags. They overlay graves of the fourth century BC, giving a 
general impression that most of the heaps are late Etruscan. However as already 
noted lead, zinc, tin and above all iron were also exploited here and without de-
tailed survey programmes coupled with trial trenching to obtain samples for analysis 
it is impossible to quantify the relative importance of these metals much less 
establish the date at which they were being produced. However copper production 
probably continued unabated until the Roman Senate decreed the cessation of 
mining in Italy as recorded by Pliny4".

One of the most famous discoveries from the slag heaps was the reported 
ruins of substantial furnaces at Temperino in the Val Fucinala 12·1S. The isometric 
reconstruction of the largest structure is well known n·47, 48- and even more widely 
in Scientific American 19, and in Coghlan’s standard textbook on early bronze me-
tallurgy 49. The photograph of the structure as uncovered12 completely supports 
the isometric reconstruction, but the interpretation of its function is less clear. 
The structure is cylindrical in shape with an internal diameter of 1.8 metres built 
of refractory brick and divided into an upper and lower chamber by a pierced clay 
grid supported on a central pillar of the local porphry rock. But was it a smelting 
furnace, a roasting furnace or what ? Minto 11 plumbed for a smelting furnace and 
suggested that the ore was placed in the upper chamber and the fire in the lower. 
The waste stayed in the upper chamber and the smelted copper ran through the 
holes into the chamber below. It must be said straightaway that there are no furnaces 
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known with the internal arrangements described here and that the process as 
outlined by Minto is both chemically and thermodynamically impossible in such a 
furnace. The other main objection is the enormous size of the structure. The tem-
perature of 1200 - 1300 °C required to smelt copper and produce a molten slag, 
can only be maintained by a charcoal fire liberally supplied with air. Before the 
Medieval period the air supply had to come from hand operated bellows, and it 
would be quite impossible to achieve a temperature of 1200 °C throughout such 
a vast structure. If one assumes that the structure was only 1 metre tall, as shown 
in the photographs, then this gives a capacity of 2.54 cubic metres for the upper 
chamber. Remains of undoubted ancient smelting furnaces suggest that a diameter 
of between 20 and 50 cm was usual, which gives a maximum volume of only 0.2 
cubic metres even if one assumes a height of 1 metre. Furthermore modern smelting 
experiments using reconstructions of ancient furnaces prove that it is extremely 
difficult to maintain an adequate blast with a furnace diameter in excess of 30 cm50, 
Modona describes these structures as roasting furnaces in which the copper 
sulphide ores sat in the upper chamber and were roasted to copper oxide by a fire 
beneath. Once again this process just would not work. In order to burn out the 
sulphur one needs the fire actually in the ore and not beneath it. In fact this 
process was done until quite recently simply by burning heaps of ore with a little 
charcoal or wood. The reaction is strongly exothermic and the sulphur burns by 
itself with little need of encouragement. Sometimes the ore was heaped in open 
stalls as illustrated in Agricola51 but elaborate structures such as that considered 
here were unnecessary. The remaining alternative is a pottery kiln. Cambi18 makes 
a most significant remark when he innocently comments on the similarity to ‘ fur-
naces ’ at Tel Quasil in Palestine. These latter are undoubtedly pottery Idins, and 
this is almost certainly what the Etruscan remains represent. Further, it is impor-
tant to note that Blanc clearly states that the ‘ furnaces ’ were found beneath the 
slag, not in it. They are thus like the burials, pre-smelting activities and not con-
temporary with them.

So if these are not copper smelting furnaces then where and for Avhat should 
one seek ? The slag heaps are certainly the place to search but those seeking 
complete furnaces are probably doomed to disappointment. The great heat and 
temperature gradient of a smelting operation coupled with the extremely corrosive 
nature of the fluxes usually ensure the complete disintegration of the furnace as 
a structure. However, numerous small, but informative, fragments should remain 
throughout the slag heaps. In the author’s experience of excavating ancient slag 
heaps at Rio Tinto furnace structures were found in situ 52.

Some indication of the smelting process is given by the trace element content 
of the copper, although subsequent purification and alloying will modify this. Iron 
is an especially important indicator. Put very simply, even the richest copper ore 
is mainly waste material, usually either silica or iron sulphides. Therefore, an 
important part of the smelting operation is to separate the copper from the waste. 
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This was and is done by forming a molten iron silicate slag which could be run 
off leaving the copper behind. If the ore was silica rich, iron oxide was added as 
a flux, and conversely if iron rich then silica was added. Thus in all cases, substan-
tial quantities of iron were present in the smelt. In the intensely reducing condi-
tions within even a primitive furnace some of the iron minerals were reduced to 
metallic iron which normally went into the slag, where it can be found as very 
finely divided particles. However iron is soluble in molten copper, and if there was 
prolonged contact some of the iron in the slag could dissolve in the copper.

In primitive copper smelting of the earliest Bronze Age, the process most 
probably ran for only a short time (approximately on hour) and there was therefore 
no time for significant absorption of iron. Typically the iron content of copper of 
this period is below 0.05%. During the 2nd millennium BC in the Middle East, 
and the 1st millennium BC in Europe the process was modified and improved such 
that the smelt went on for many hours and the forming copper drained slowly 
through the slag to form an ingot beneath53. Whilst draining through the slag, 
it picked up iron such that raw copper found, for example, at the Late Bronze Age 
smelters at Timna, Israel regularly contains between 1 and 6 percent of iron54. 
This quantity of iron is extremely deleterious to the working of the copper and 
must be removed. Tylecote and Boydell55 found that it was easy to remove most 
of the iron by remelting the copper in clay crucible and skimming off the iron 
rich metal but that below 0.5 % of iron, removal became much more difficult and 
costly in fuel. Furthermore reducing the iron content further had little discernible 
effect on the properties of the metal.

Thus the iron content of the metal can act as a process indicator, substantial 
traces of iron in the copper indicating a more advanced smelting process. It is 
however, important to stress that there is enormous variation from sample to 
sample and it is best to make comparison between groups of analysed metalwork 
and not between individual artifacts. Figure 2 (taken from ref 24) summaries 
some of the data on iron contents for the western Mediterranean bronzes of the 
1st millennium BC. The metalwork of the indigenous Atlantic Late Bronze Age 
peoples of north west Spain is much lower in iron than the contemporary bronze 
produced by east Mediterranean Phoenician colonists in the south east of Spain. 
The results for Sardinian, Italian Late Bronze Age, Italic and Etruscan metalwork 
provide some interesting information concerning their respective technologies. As 
mentioned above Sardinia was an important producer of copper during the second 
millennium BC, and the advanced smelting technologies as indicated by the high 
iron content were probably introduced then, and persisted through into the first 
millennium BC. By contrast some of the Italic and possibly some of the Archaic 
Etruscan copper with iron content of less 0.1 % was apparently smelted by a more 
simple technology.

Although the smiths generally sought to remove iron from the copper, in just 
one class of artifact it was positively encouraged. This was in the so called Ramo 
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Secco bars which seem to have acted as a primitive currency. Recent analyses 
of 6 examples in the British Museum have shown them to contain an average of 
22 % iron in the copper56. In addition, large discrete dendrites of almost pure iron 
were present in the metal, such that the total iron content of some of the bars 
must be well in excess of 50%. This is vastly higher than is found in any other 
class of object, and much higher than one would expect ordinary raw copper to 
contain. However, recent experiments in ancient copper smelting have shown that 
the iron content of the copper can be dramatically at will by increasing the relative 
proportion of charcoal in the furnace charge50. The copper so produced is very like 
that of the Ramo Secco bars with about 30% of iron in the copper, with the large 
discrete dendrites of almost pure iron. Clearly in the case of the Ramo Secco bars, 
the ancient smiths were concerned to get as much metal as possible for a given 
weight of ore, irrespective of the very poor properties that the metal would pos-
sess; its role as currency made the weight of overriding importance. Presumably 
the copper was necessary to gather the iron from the slag but with a little more 
experimentation resulting in the use of more fuel and iron flux together with a 
slightly higher temperature, the Etruscan smiths could have dispensed with the 
copper altogether and produced cast iron 2,000 years earlier than was to be the 
case in Europe. It is of course just possible that such experiments were done and 
it was perhaps the failure to appreciate the potential of the material rather than 
any insurmountable technical barrier which delayed the common usage of cast iron 
for so long in Europe.

Rin

The Campiglian mountains of the Colline Metallifere are one of the few areas of 
the Old World where there is firm evidence for tin production even if only on a small 
scale 10, S7. It is difficult to be sure when the deposits were first exploited, but it was 
probably by the Etruscans. Italy was relatively slow in changing from the use of 
arsenical copper to tin bronze during the Bronze Age suggesting that the Tuscan tin 
was not mined at that early date20. There are ancient galleries penetrating tin deposits 
at Cento Camerelle on the slopes of the Monte Fumacchio58 but the tin deposit 
is small, widely dispersed, and mixed with iron, which was definitely being mined. 
Thus the problem here and at several other surrounding potential ancient tin 
mines is to decide which metals were being exploited. The early miners should have 
been in no doubt that the ore at Cento Camerelle was not ordinary iron ore as 
the mixed tin-iron ore in these mines has a specific gravity of 6-7 whereas iron 
ore by itself has a specific gravity of only 3-4. Heaps of selected tin ore in some 
ancient mines in the Campiglian mountains especially in Mount Valerio, Apinosa 
and Rombolo provide firm evidence that the Etruscan miners were mining for 
tin as well as iron16. In addition, a heap of tin ore was reported from the ancient 
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Etruscan city of Rusellae about fifty kilometers south east of the Campiglian 
sources 59.

Tin deposits are also reported from Sardinia 60 but there is no direct evidence 
that they were exploited in antiquity. There is however the well known find of 
about 10 kilogrammes of cassiterite from a Bronze Age metal working site at 
Forraxi Nioi, near Nuargus (ancient Valeria) in central Sardinia18. However petro-
logical examination of the tin ore undertaken by Cambi led him to believe that 
it was neither local nor even from the Mediterranean but probably from Bohemia 
or Cornwall but see note on page 238. His reasons for this conclusion are not clear 
but it is quite feasible to move tin ore, rather than the metal, over long distances 
as the percentage of tin in the ore is usually very high (here it was 76.08 %) 
unlike mos other metal ores.

All tin contains small amounts of lead, and therefore comparison of the lead 
isotope ratios of the ore found at Forraxi Nioi with those for ores from local 
deposits could demonstrate whether the ore was imported and possibly even de-
termine its source.

Lead

Lead occurs frequently in and around Etruria (fig. 1 and ref. 17) and was 
widely used from the Late Bronze Age onwards both alone, and with copper as 
an important component of the alloy (contra Hus4 p. 14 and Caley61 p. 114). 
From the 6th century BC lead was used as a soft solder in Italy. The reduction of 
lead ores to the metal is relatively easy, but no certain remains from the process 
have yet been identified within Etruria.

Zinc

The early history of the copper alloy brass, and of its component metal zinc, 
is still uncertain. Some of the most persuasive evidence for pre-Roman usage of 
brass is provided by the Italic and Etruscan metalwork (see below p. 223. If it is 
to be claimed that the Etruscans used brass, then surely there should be evidence 
that they exploited zinc ores within their own territory. Confirmation of this would 
provide powerful and independent evidence for the use of brass. Conversely, in-
dications that the local zinc ores were ignored would be strong evidence against a 
precocious development of brass technology by the Etruscans.

Most of the deposits containing zinc which were worked in antiquity were 
of mixed lead/zinc minerals, and thus one has the familar problem of deciding 
which mineral was sought. At first sight the evidence is contradictory. D’Achiardi13 
states that the zinc minerals were ignored in the Massetano silver/lead mines, but 
Badii17 seemed convinced that zinc was mined by the Etruscans from iron/zinc 
deposits in Gerfalco to the north/north east of Massetano. Fortunately there is a 
convincing explanation for this seeming confusion. The zinc ore in the Massetano 
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occurs in deposits of argentiferous galena (ie. silver-rich lead sulphide) and was 
stated to be blende (zinc sulphide). Now zinc sulphides are impossible to use 
without careful pretreatment, and this process was almost certainly not employed in 
classical antiquity. Indeed, it was not used in western Europe until the 18th 
century, although it does seem to have been used in medieval Iran. In contrast, 
the ore from the Gerfalco mines is calamine, zinc oxide, and this is the ore which 
was traditionally used in the west from Roman times onwards for brass production.

D. Th e An a l y t ic a l  Re s u l t s

Two groups of analyses are published below. The first are analyses made by 
the author on Etruscan material, drawn mainly from the collections of the British 
Museum, and mirrors from the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford and Copenhagen 
Museums62.

The sample drillings (typically between 5 and 20 mg) were analysed by 
Atomic Absorption Spectrometry using the methods described by Craddock 1 and 
by Hughes et al62. The analyses presented below have a precision of ± 1 % for 
the major elements and ± 20 % for the trace elements. All the elements listed 
in the table headings could be detected down to at least 0.005 % in the metal.

The second group of analyses are of important Archaic Etruscan material now 
in the Museo Archeologico Florence, Villa Giulia, the Vatican, and the Museo 
Nazionale Tarquinese, Tarquinia together with comparative Greek and Hittite 
material from the museums at Athens, Olympia, Samos Vathy, Delphi, Istanbul 
and Ankara. These samples were collected many years ago by Arthur Steinberg 
and were analysed by Ann Millett at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology and 
the History of Art, Oxford. Professor Steinberg and the Oxford Laboratory have 
given permission for these highly important analyses to be published here for the 
first time.

Between 5 and 10 mg of drillings were analysed by optical emission spectro-
graphy. Copper was not determined directly, but estimated by difference from the 
totals of the other elements. Recent re-analysis of some British Bronze Age material 
originally analysed at the Oxford Laboratory by the same method in the late 
1950s64 has revealed serious discrepancies in the lead content65. These were due 
to self absorption by lead in the arc of the spectrograph. This tended to reduce 
high lead contents to an apparent 4-8 % in the bronze and thus create an artificial 
bunching in that region. In the analyses reported here the correct procedure of 
sample dilution seems to have been followed since there is no obvious bunching 
effect. Most of the bronzes contain very little lead but those that do have the 
rather random lead content which one associates with cast bronzework of the 
first millenium BC. The results can thus be used with confidence. They have not 
however been included in the histograms because it was decided at the beginning 
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of this project that in order to ensure comparability throughout, analyses from 
different sources would not be mixed.

The analyses of Sardinian and Italic bronzework have been published else-
where 24, and a major article on Etruscan copper alloy coinage is in preparation. 
The analyses presented in there papers are only summarised by histograms here. 
The analyses of bronzes from the contemporary Greek city states of southern Italy 
have already appeared in Part II of this project2.

E. Th e Co mpo s it io n  o f  Et r u s c a n  Br o n z e s

a) Precursors and contemporaries of the Etruscans: Sardinian, Italic, Samnite and 
South Italian Greek bronzes (figs. 2-5, table 1 and in refs 2 e 24).

The Sardinian and Italic bronzes analysed for this project are mainly dated to 
between the 8th and 6th centuries BC. There is a significant difference both in 
the trace element content of the copper and in the alloy composition between the 
two groups, reflecting very different metallurgical traditions24. The iron content 
of the Italic bronzes (fig. 2) suggests that at least some of the smelting technology

fig. 2 - Comparison of the iron content of Sardinian and Italic bronzes with those of surrounding 
contemporary cultures reflecting differing smelting technologies.

Culture Publication source no of bronzes 
analysed

average
percentage of iron

percentage of 
bronzes containing 
under 0.05% iron

Atlantic Bronze
Age of Spain

Craddock " 49 0.04
1

95

Tejada a Phoenician- 
Iberian settlement, 
South of Spain

Craddock12 20 0.36 15

Late Bronze Age/Early
Iron Age Italy

Cambi22 45 0.13 13

Sardinian Table 1 36 0.35 22

Italic Table 2 50 0.09 52

Magna Graecia Craddock2 14 0.27 35

Archaic Etruscan 127 0.12 28

Archaic Greek Craddock2 126 0.18 25
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was quite primitive, when compared with contemporary practise in Sardinia or 
in the eastern Mediterranean (see above 214). The alloying practice, however, 
suggests something of the reverse as far as metallurgical sophistication was con-
cerned. The tin content of the Sardinian (av 9.0 %) and Italic (av 8.4 %( bronzes 
are quite similar, but the extent to which leaded bronze was used is very different. 
There was a deliberate addition of lead in only one of the 36 Sardinian bronzes 
analysed and also in only one of the 50 Italian Iron Age bronzes analysed separately 
by Cambi22 and Coghlan67. By contrast, 17 of the 50 Italic bronzes are leaded, 
approximately the same frequency as for the contemporary Etruscan (fig. 5) and 
South Italian Greek bronzes (part. II)2. This suggests that the Sardinian and much 

fig. 4 - Lead and Tin contents of Sardinian bronze. (From Cr a d d o c k  and Sw a d d l in g 2*).
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of the local mainland Iron Age alloying practice was still firmly based on the 
Bronze Age tradition, but that the Italic alloying practice was much more advanced.

The dichotomy between primitive smelting techniques and advanced alloying 
practices is interesting and fortunately an explanation is to hand. Metal refining 
and alloying were normally practised in towns where the metal artefacts were 
fabricated and not at the mines where the metal was smelted54 ■66. Thus it would 
seem that the smiths in the settlements were more exposed and receptive to new 
ideas and techniques from the east Mediterranean than the miners and smelters 
in the hills.

Another dramatic example of the advanced state of Italic alloying practice is 
the use of brass (12.4 % Zn) to make the fibula Cat 1991. This piece has been 
in the British Museum since the 1850s, and careful scientific and stylistic examina-
tion would seem to indicate a genuine 7th century artifact24. Brass generally was 
discussed in part III of this project68 and other pre-Roman brasses from Italy 
are discussed below.

The 26 items of Samnite belt fittings from the 5th to 3rd centuries BC have 
somewhat higher tin contents (av 10.5 %) than comparable Etruscan material, but 
have a very similar spread of lead contents (fig. 5).

b) Archaic Etruscan Bronzes, 7th-6th centuries BC (fig. 6-10, tables 2-6).

The Archaic Etruscan bronzes are split into four main categories statuettes, 
mirrors, vessels and decorative metalwork. The statuettes and cast elements of 
the vessels and decorative metalwork tend to be leaded, whereas the sheet metal-
work contains only traces of lead. This is most dramatically shown by comparison 
between the cast and hammered components of the vessels (figures 8 and 9). Leaded
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alloys tend to split up on hammering, and so this sharp difference between the 
alloys used for cast and hammered metalwork is quite general, (ref 2 p. 106) and 
is the result of a metallurgical fact of life, rather than artistic preference. The 
frequency of leaded bronze in the cast Etruscan material (90 % with over 1 % Pb)

is higher than in the contemporary Greek material (80 % with over 1 % Pb) 
(ref. 2 page 104 fig. 2). The average tin content of the Archaic Etruscan bronze 
is 8.0 %, (with cast items containing an average of 7.8 % tin and the hammered 

fig. 7 - Lead and Tin contents of Archaic Etruscan Mirrors.
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items 8.1 %). The corresponding tin figure for 62 Archaic Greek bronze cast 
statuettes is 7.4 % (ref. 2, page 104).

The relatively small number of Archaic Etruscan mirrors have a rather variable 
composition and provide no evidence for any close control over the composition 
(fig. 7).

fig. 8 - Lead and Tin contents of Archaic Etruscan vessels (cast components).

Two of the largest vessels are of unalloyed copper although generally the 
vessels are of tin bronze, (average tin content 7.9 %, excluding the two copper 
examples).

fig. 9 - Lead and Tin contents of Archaic Etruscan vessels (hammered components) .
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6. BL.
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fig. 10 - Lead and Tin contents of Archaic Etruscan Decorative Bronzes.

c. Etruscan bronzes o fthe 5th century BC (fig. 11-14, tables 7-10).

During the 5th century BC the trends in alloy composition continue those 
of the Archaic period. The cast metalwork is again usually leaded, with more lead 
present in the larger castings. The lead contents are now broadly similar to those 
found in contemporary Greek bronzes from both Greece and Southern Italy. The

average tin content of the statuettes is 9.8 %, compared to 7.9 % for the con-
temporary Greek statuettes. The cast statuette of a youth Cat 610 is of almost 
pure copper. This is very unusual, and is reminiscent of the Bronze Age Minoan 
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and Mycenaean statuettes. The base of the boxer (Cat 526) is of brass, see below 
p. 00.

The Etruscan mirrors are of unleaded bronze whereas 3 out of the 30 con-
temporary Greek mirrors are leaded (ref. 2 p. 106 fig. 5). The presence of lead 
impairs the reflecting surface of the mirrors. The average tin content is 11.0 % 
(fig. 10) compared to 9.1 % for the contemporary Greek mirrors. The absence of

fi. 12 - Lead and Tin contents of 5th century BC Etruscan Mirrors. (Omitting cases, handles, 
rivets etc.).

lead and the consistently high tin content does suggest that a specific alloy was 
deliberately used by the Etruscan for their mirrors.

In their classic study of Etruscan mirrors, Panseri and Leoni31 suggested that 
the blanks had been first cast in stone moulds. After this they were heated to

fig. 13 - Lead and Tin contents of 5th century BC Etruscan vessels (cast components).
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around 600 °C until all of the alloy was in the ductile alpha phase, quenched and 
then extensively cold worked. As a result of the secondary heat treatment bronze 
with up to 15 % of tin can to be cold worked. The extensive working of a high 
tin bronze results in a bright, hard and attractive reflecting surface. The presence 
of lead in the alloy would make it prone to break during hammering. Even if this 
did not happen lead would tend to spoil the reflecting surface. As a final stage, 
the backs of the mirrors were decorated by engraving or chasing.

fig. 14 - Lead and Tin contents of 5 th century BC Etruscan Vessels (hammered components).

The hammered bodies of the vessels are of unleaded bronze with an average 
tin content of 9.8 %. The handles and other cast attachments are sometimes leaded 
and have an average tin content of 9.0 %, {figs 13-14).

The small number of fifth century BC candelabra and pieces of decorative 
metalwork and armour analysed in this programme are discussed in the following 
sections together with Late Etruscan bronzes.

d. Late Etruscan metalwork, 4th-2nd centuries BC {figs. 15-19, tables 10-15).

The Late Etruscan cast alloys are usually leaded and the amount of lead 
although still random is much higher than previously; a similar trend was also 
observed with the contemporary Hellenistic cast bronzes (ref. 2 p. 107). The 
statuettes {fig. 15) have an average tin content of 7.9 % compared with 7.6 % 
in the Hellenistic statuettes. The statuette of a female deity, Reg. no. 73 8-20.14 
contains 3.9 % of zinc, as well as lead and tin; this alloy is probably the result 
of mixing bronze and brass. In part III08, a small statuette of a naked youth 
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(Cat 686) containing 11.8 % zinc was published as being Late Etruscan, following 
the Walters catalogue. However this statuette has now been conclusively shown to 
belong to the 15th century AD69.

Nine out of the 68 Late Etruscan mirrors analysed contain more than 1 % 
of lead (figure 16) compared to 11 out of the 28 Hellenistic mirrors, suggesting a 
slight decline in alloying standards in both Italy and Greece. In addition, two of 
the Etruscan mirrors (Reg no 1856. 12-26.832, and Cat 702) contain enormous 
quantities of lead (21.5 % and 46.2 % respectively). In both mirrors, the lead

fig. 16 - Lead and Tin contents of Late Etruscan Mirrors (cast components).
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has segregated macroscopically and lakes of lead up to 20 cm long are clearly 
visible on the surface. Plainly, they were useless as mirrors, and one can only 
surmise that they were intended as non-functional tomb furniture. The handle of 
mirror reg. no cop 1288C also contains 41.1 % of lead which suggests that there 
may be a whole class of very high lead content alloys.

The average tin content of the Late Etruscan mirrors is 10.2 % (excluding 
cop 115) compared to 9.2 % in the Hellenistic mirrors. Mirror cop 115 is of tin-
plated copper. Due to the method of sampling some of the tin from the plated 
surface was included in the sample drillings of the interior. A section analysed in 
a scanning electron microscope using the attached x-ray spectrometer showed the 

I

20.0 30.0

jig. 18 - Lead and Tin contents of Late Etruscan Vessels (hammered components).
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underlying copper to be substantially free of tin, the plated layer at the surface 
contained about 70 % of copper and 30 % of tin present as the alpha and delta 
eutectoid, which distinguishes this type of plating. The plating is most likely to have 
been formed by applying a paste of charcoal mixed with either powdered tin or 
ground up cassiterite to the surface and reducing with a flame. Oddy 70 found that 
at redheat under reducing conditions, the tin dissolved into the copper to form 
a hard steel-grey surface, eminently suitable after polishing for use as a mirror. 
Leoni and Panseri31 had previously suggested that this plating technique might 
have been used on ancient mirrors, and mirror cop 115 would seem to be the 
first Etruscan example to be recognised. The technique although apparently not 
mentioned anywhere in the literature had a surprisingly wide distribution. It was 
definitely used on a bronze axe dating to about 2000 BC found at Barton Stacey, 
Hants, England (British Museum Reg P. 1979 6-1.1). (Kinnes et al11 and Oddy70 
suggested that the technique had also been used to tin Anglo-Saxon gilded me-
talwork. Tinning is more usually performed by dipping in molten tin, or wiping 
a stick of tin over the heated metal. Many of the Etruscan vessels have silvery 
tin-rich inside surfaces to protect the contents from contamination by poisonous 
copper salts but without full examination the technique cannot be identified. A 
full discussion of ancient tinning method is planned for the next part of this 
project.

The average tin content in the hammered bodies of vessels is 8.7%. However, 
a high tin alloy was used for sheet bronze bodies of the larger and more prestigous 
cista whereas the smaller everyday jugs and oinchoe tend to contain much less 
tin. The lower tin content would require correspondingly less heat treatment to 
ensure that all the alloy was in the ductile alpha phase, but the appearance would 
not be so fine. Two of the vessels contain small quantities of zinc and a similar 
amount of zinc was found in the handle of a Late Etruscan vessel analysed by den 
Boersted and Hoekstra72, Presumably the zinc comes from brass added as scrap 
to the alloy.

One of the very few Late Etruscan fibulae analysed here (ROM 919.35.21 - 
dating from the late 2nd or even 1st century73 BC) was found to be of brass with 
26 % zinc and 0.15 % of iron, and no more than traces of lead and tin. This is 
typical of early cementation brasses68 of the 1st century GC which were used 
mainly for decorative metalwork or coinage. The fibula has a composition very 
similar to that of a Hellenistic statuette grouo (Cat 261, 262) of the 2nd - 1st 
century BC found in Egypt which contained 26.3 % zinc and 0.15 % of iron but 
in addition 3 8 % lead and 0.5 % tin 2.

E. Spe c if ic  c l a s s e s o f  me t a l w o r k  {tables 15-18).

Balsamaria {fig. 19). These small cast vessels for holding scent typically take 
the form of a human head. Large numbers survive and they have been dated to 
the late 3rd - 2nd centuries BC74. They are all of heavily leaded bronze. A high 
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lead content (although less than here) is a feature of the not dissimilar Hellenistic 
and Roman Alexandrian heads produced in bronze and brass (ref 29, parts 2 and 4).

Etruscan Armour (fig. 20). The helmets and shield analysed here are all of 
hammered metal with the exception of one cast cheek piece (Cat 2840) which is

of leaded bronze. The others are of unleaded bronze with an average tin content 
of 8.7 % which is similar to that of other Etruscan hammered bronze and also to 
that of the Greek hammered armour (9.4 %)2. There is however is however slight 
evidence for a fall in tin content of Etruscan armour through the centuries.

Sn
fig. 20 - Tin contents of Etruscan Armour.
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Statues. Only 4 statues were analysed in this project. The half lifesize head 
of a youth Cat 3212 (formerly in the Tyszkiewicz collection) dating from the early 
5th century BC is of unleaded bronze, whereas the other two heads dating from 
the fourth - third centuries BC are both heavily leaded. Analyses of other famous 
Etruscan statues have been published 27'75, 76. Amongst these the 5th century BC 
Mars from Todi76 was of leaded bronze although the 5th century BC Chimera 
from Arezzo27 and other 4th century bronzes contained little or no lead. The late 
series of heads such as the statues of seated boys in the Vatican (inventory nos. 
12107 and 8) were found to contain 28% and 38% of lead with 2.0% and 
2.5 % of tin respectively (I am grateful to Dr. Roncalli for permision to quote 
these unpublished analyses). Leoni2' stated that the tin content invariably ex-
ceeded the lead content in Etruscan statues, but this does not now seem to be 
correct. Leaded bronze does not seem to have been used in Greece for statues 
before the 4th century BC, although the 5th century BC South Italian Greek 
statue of a warrior (BM Cat 265 2), was leaded. This may be a further indication 
of the earlier prevalence of leaded allovs in Italy.

Etruscan Coinage (fig. 21). Although the analytical data for Etruscan coins 
are to be published separately in more detail elsewhere, it seems appropriate to 
summarise the compositions here. Approximately 80 3rd century BC coins and 
ingots were analysed from the cities of Vetulonia, Tuder, Volterra, Iguvium and 
Tarquinia. It is immediately apparent from figure 21 that there is a tremendous 
range of compositions. The coins are usually heavily leaded (average 24.0%) and 
have an average tin content of 5.2%. The very heavily leaded coins tend to con-
tain no tin but are alloyed just with very impure copper (including coins with up 
to 0.5 % of cobalt from Vetulonia), As with the earlier ramo secco bars of fer-
ruginous copper and (above page 00) the aim seems to have been to produce

jig. 21 - Lead and Tin contents of Etruscans Bronze Coinage.
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the maximum weight of copper alloys as cheaply as possible. The change from 
the ferruginous ramo secco copper to the heavily leaded copper coinage reflects 
the increased percentage of lead generally found in Late Etruscan alloys. This 
may not be unconnected with the increased use of silver, especially for silver 
coinage, by the Etruscans. By this period most silver was produced from argentifer- 
rous lead, and the lead was regarded as a cheap by-product, enabling, for example, 
Hellenistic and Roman civil engineers and architects to use it in prodigous quan-
tities. Cheap lead would have presented itself as an attractive alternative way 
of producing a copper-based alloy as cheaply as possible. The contemporary Greek 
and Roman bronze coins, and the Roman bar aes are also heavily leaded56 clus-
tering in the 20-30% range although without the very high lead contents, in 
excess of 30%, encountered in the Etruscan coins.

Candelabra, Lamps, Incense burners etc. It was perhaps in the production 
of luxury household items that the Etruscans were acknowledged by their con-
temporaries to excel. The composition of the candelabra is similar to that of the 
other Etruscan bronzes. On a small selection of these composite pieces all the 
parts were analysed in order to identify original components by their composition. 
In common with collections around the world most of the bronzes in the British 
Museum were acquired via dealers and/or private collectors. There was therefore 
ample opportunity during previous ownership for the improvement of the anti-
quities by replacing missing parts with either modern copies, or ancient pieces 
from other objects, or even to build up antiquities from scratch using ancient 
parts. Many of these pastiches are obvious, but some items such as the Etruscan 
candelabra are very standardised and pieces are virtually interchangeable. If the 
components of each candelabrum could be shown to be of identical composition, 
then one could say that they were made from the same stock of metal, thus dem-
onstrating that the components were made and belong together. Joint stylistic/ 
technical/analytical examination 77 showed that the candelabra believed to be com-
pletely original and unrestored did indeed have the same composition for all their 
components, and that components believed to have been added more recently 
either as repairs or improvements could be distinguished analytically. (These latter 
have been underlined in Table 16).

The demonstration that composite standard products such as these candelabra 
were the product of one workshop has important implications. Pliny (NH Book 
34 ch 9) states that Aegina had formerly specialised in the production of the upper 
parts of candelabra and Taranto in the production of the stems. This specialised 
mass production was the hall-mark of the Industrial Revolution from the 17th 
century on, but the implication of Pliny’s statement is that a similar process was 
happening two millenia earlier. However the analytical results show beyond doubt 
that these bronzes were usually made in one workshop, which produced complete 
individual pieces, thus the candelabra are the product of craft industry, not mass 
production.
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F. Ge n e r a l  Co n s id e r a t io n  a n d  Co n c l u s io n s

The analyses presented in this paper have charted the development of copper 
alloys through the 600 years of the Etruscan city states. Some broad trends are 
apparent (figs 22, 23). The hammered bronzes, excluding mirrors tend to be un-

fig. 22 - Overview of Tin contents of Etruscan Bronze (omitting Coins and Mirrors).
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leaded and contain approximately 10% of tin, and the alloy composition does not 
change much with object type or with the passing of the centuries (fig. 22). The 
comparable Greek hammered bronzes are also of similar composition. Clearly the 
ancient smiths understood that this was the strongest alloy that could be safely 
worked and would deform rather than break in usage. The Etruscan mirrors were

fig. 23 - Overview of Lead contents of Etruscan Bronze, (omitting coins and mirrors;.
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again of unleaded bronze, although some Late mirrors do contain a small amount 
of lead and there are the two non-functional examples with very high lead contents. 
In general though the incidence of lead is lower, and the percentage of tin higher 
than in the contemporary Greek mirrors, suggesting superior quality control. The 
mirrors of the 5th century BC from both Greece and Etruria seem to display better 
quality control than their successors.

The average tin content of the cast Etruscan bronzes shows little change 
through the whole period, as was also observed in the case of comparable Greek 
bronzes. (Part II). The overall incidence and average percentage of lead in the 
cast bronzes shows a dramatic rise in the Late Etruscan period (fig. 23). The Greek 
bronzes show the same general increase tn lead content, but lead does seem more 
prevalent in Etruscan metalwork and especially in specialised items such as statuary, 
balsamaria and coinage. In this respect the Romans followed Etruscan rather than 
the Greek practice.

One contentious area is the extent to which the Etruscan used brass. As the 
majority of the material in this study is without firm archaeological provenance 
rigorous stylistic and scientific examination must be applied to establish authen-
ticity. Thus the small brass statuette of a youth Cat 686 has now been shown to 
be Renaissance rather than Etruscan. However the base of the 5th century BC 
boxer (Cat. 526) appears genuine as does the 7th century Italic fibula Cat 1991. 
Both these objects contain about 12% zinc, which significantly is the best alloy 
with which to imitate gold or bronze. They have very early dates, but contempo-
rary pieces of similar composition are known from. Greece and further east.

By the beginning of the 1st century BC, at the latest, brass was in regular 
use for Hellenistic coinage78, although none of the 3rd century BC Etruscan coins 
analysed here contain zinc. For the Late Etruscan period there is just the one fibula 
containing 26% zinc which Hayes dated to the late second or early 1st century 
BC. Probably many more minor pieces of Late Etruscan decorative brass exist 
but these are inseparable stylistically from Roman material.

The evidence from the mines is also inconclusive17, (and above page 00. 
Badii found definite evidence of ancient zinc workings in Gerfalco, but without 
controlled excavation it is difficult to prove that the workings are not exclusively 
Roman. The use of brass by the Etruscans for fibulae and other decorative me-
talwork was noted by Fabbroni79 over 150 years ago, and discussed more recently 
by GrassiniM. Fabbroni found fibulae and other ornaments of brass in Etruscan 
sepulchres of the poorer people, and goes on to note that although brass or ‘ ori-
calco ’ was highly prized by Hesiod and Plato, it apparently was much more 
common in Etruria and was in common use by the poor. Fabbroni’s paper is 
probably the earliest discussion on the problems of ancient brass, and his general 
conclusions are still sound, although one must appreciate that certainly Hesiod, 
and probably Plato as well, were writing before the particular fibulae that Fabbroni 
analysed were being made. Unfortunately we have no precise details of the artifacts
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discussed by Fabbroni. Furthermore, the method of analysis is not described and 
the actual analyses are not given. However, recent analyses of 1st century BC - AD 
Roman fibulae has shown they are usually of brass.

On balance then the probability is that the Etruscans did produce brass, and 
certainly the Romans made great use of the alloy. Generally the basic range of 
alloys and metalworking skills developed by the Etruscans formed the basis of 
Roman metalworking practise.
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Ta b l e 1 — Samnite bronzes 5th-3rd centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

BELT FASTENINGS

1824.4-98.50 HOOK 84-0 . 5.50 9.OO .050 .040 .200 .100 .007 .200 .002 .008
1824.4-99-5 PLATE 86.0 .08 11.30 .030 .800 .280 .090 .015 .700 .004

HOOK 84.0 4.70 9.30 .080 .170 .150 .120 .015 .300 .100
1842.7-28 HOOK 85.5 1.90 11.30 .060 .230 .080 .060 .200 .140 .005
1905-7-10.6 HOOK 85.0 1.65 12.80 .030 .040 .050 .050 .010 .320 .001
1937-11-19-1 HOOK 84-0 4-80 10.70 .070 .180 .040 .014 .350 .010 .110

PLATE 86.0 2.5O 12.20 .065 .120 .050 .085 .018 .300 .003 .040
1951-6-6.11 HOOK 77.0 11.50 10.00 .095 .160 .080 .120 .015 .500 .004 .035

PLATE 86.5 .93 12.10 .025 .350 .020 .075 .010 .130 .005 .004
1954.12-1g.1 HOOK 85-5 3.40 10.80 .060 .190 .050 .050 .025 .200 .003 .070
1954.12-19.2 SMALL HOOK 87.0 3.80 7.90 .050 .130 .040 .095 .130 .002
1973-5-2.10 HOOK 89.0 1.10 10.00 .070 .150 .030 .085 .035 .100 .005 .010
1973-5-2.11 PLATE 87-0 1.55 11.30 .200 .012 .060 .015 .080 .004
1973.5-2.17 HOOK 85.0 3-80 9.10 .085 .310 .120 .090 .025 .400 .130 .050

PLATE 84.5 .45 13.40 .060 .055 .025 .010 .010 .220 .007 .087 .004
1973-5-2.19 PLATE 87.5 .90 10.70 .120 .300 .040 .045 .020 .180 .007 .007
1973.5-2.2 HOOK 77.5 9.50 10.40 .080 .280 .350 .130 .040 .400 .002 .080
1973-5-2.28 BELT 85-0 .56 10.80 .080 .460 .070 .060 .100 .001
1973.5-2.4 HOOK 89.0 1 .10 10.00 .075 .065 .070 .100 .055 .200 .003 .007
1973.5-2.8 PLATE 86.5 .60 11.50 .035 .130 .055 .007 .250 .005

HOOK 82.0 6.70 9.90 .110 .160 .060 .055 .010 .400 .035
1975.5-2.11 HOOK 86.0 6.9O 7.10 .060 .120 .040 .070 .010 .010 .004 .135
55.Θ-14.31 HOOK 85.5 1.40 11.20 .050 .075 .040 .070 .010 .200 .001 .040
59.2-16.158 HOOK 79.5 10.20 10.30 .075 .760 .025 .060 .025 .150 .002 .002 .035
CAT. 761 HOOK 87.0 .45 10.10 .030 .080 .030 .060 .002 .085
CAT. 915 FASTENING 89.0 .30 10.40 .030 .160 .020 .070 .015 .110 .002 .001 .005
CAT.1606 HOOK 85.0 3.70 10.60 .100 .300 .012 .110 .020 .350 .005 .020

Ta b l e 2 — Archaic etruscan statuettes 7th-6th centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

1907.3-11.1 PRIEST 83-0 11.90 4.80 .095 .030 .250 .100 (TR) .500 (TR)
1958.10-27-2 POLE CAP FINIAL 81 .0 9.60 9.00 .060 .060 .070 .035 .200 .015
1965-7-26.1 BIRD

FEET 89.0 2.50 7.00 .065 .160 .010 .110 .040 .300 .002 .002 .025
NECK RING 92.0 .20 8.00 .065 .090 .030 .110 .020 .600 .015
HANDLE 91.0 .15 8.30 .040 .025 .060 .065 .020 .300 .002 .005
RIVET 92.0 7.00 .035 .1 20 .020 .070 .030 .500 .010 -015
TAIL CAST 91 .0 .30 8.00 .030 .150 .020 .030 .090 .300 .050 .010
BODY 90.0 8.50 .030 .270 .130 . 1 00 . 080 .025

CAT. 221 BANQUETER 67-5 1.20 8.ΘΟ .020 -ΟΘΟ .050 .025 .3OO
.060CAT. 390 HOHSE TERMINAL 91.0 3-60 5-70 .080 .060 .110 .005 .400

(TR)CAT- 391 GRYPHON TERMINAL 79.5 11.50 8.20 . 1 20 . .080 .300 .050 .040 .600
CAT. 392 GRYPHON TERMINAL 70.5 22.00 6.5O .110 (TR) .600 .040 .005 .800 .050
CAT. 442 ATHENE 85.5 8.5O 5.60 .100 .160 .220 .100 .200

(TR)CAT. 443 ATHENE 87.0 6.10 6.80 .050 .180 .045 (TR) .010 .100
CAT. 445 WARRIOR 89-0 2.60 8.45 .035 .075 .050 .010 .100 .020 .020
CAT. 448 APHRODITE 88.0 3.9O 7.30 .065 .160 .100 .050 (TR) .005 .100 (TR)
CAT. 450 . ARTEMIS 85.0 2.10 1 1 .90 .040 .080 .070 .005 .100

(TR)
(TR)

CAT. 451 WARRIOR 81 .5 8.60 8.60 .050 .080 .150 .080 (TR) .300 (TR) .100
CAT. 454 MARS 77.0 14.30 8.20 .040 .600 .035 .250 (TR)
CAT. 456 WARRIOR 96.0 .80 3.90 .060 .250 .400 .010 .350 (TR)
CAT. 458 WARRIOR 95.5 1.30 3.50 .050 .100 (TR) .050 .300·
CAT. 468 MARSYAS 88.0 5.30 6.10 .100 .600 .150 .090 .100 1 .000

(TR)CAT. 494 WINGED FEMALE 83-0 6.80 9.60 .070 .120 .280 .110 (TR) .085 .200
CAT. 496 WOMAN 89.0 • 90 8.80 .055 .070 .025 .020 .020
CAT. 497 GODDESS 83-0 4-60 11.40 .060 .120 .100 .020 • 300

(TR)CAT. 509 YOUTH 86.5 3.9O 10.20 .050 .080 .100 .050 .350 .050
BASE 84.5 4.3O 10.40 .060 .060 .100 .075 .150 (TR.) .040

CAT. 510 APOLLO
BASE 87.0 6.90 6.50 .020 .050 .030 .015 .015 .150 .01 5
FIGURE 88.0 6.40 6.60 .020 .040 .025 .010 .150 (TR)

CAT. 511 YOUTH 88.0 2.40 8.60 .100 .300 .150 .097 .030 .250 .004 .005
CAT. 512 YOUTH 83-0 5.90 10.70 .055 .070 .070 .060 .005 .150 .030
CAT. 513 PRIEST 69.0 18.60 9.OO .083 .370 1.950 .063 .060 .400 .006
CAT. 517 YOUTH 91 -5 1.70 7.20 .080 .080 . 1 00 .052 .150 .020 .150
CAT. 522 YOUTH 85.5 .70 13-60 .065 .020 .040 .100 .350
CAT. 558 LEBES LID

SIREN 85.5 8.50 6.20 .050 .010 .01 2 .050 .003 .200 .005 .002
FIGURE FROM LID 84-5 5.80 9.80 .030 .040 .010 .040 .010 .100 .005
RIDER 91.0 2.55 6.70 .040 .020 .010 .050 .080 .010

CAT. 559 LEBES,STATUETTE ON RIM 86.0 3.00 11.20 .045 .030 .030 .050 .020 .300 .005 .015
CAT. 561 LEBES 79.5 5.40 14.20 .035 .300 .040 .050 .020 .150 .050
CAT. 599 GIRL,BASE 85-0 5.20 9.40 .060 .600 .120 .030 .060 .100 .065

Ta b l e 3 — Archaic etruscan mirrors 7th-6th centuries b. C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

1837..6-9.102 TANGED 88.0 .05 13-10 .060 .050 .005 .100 .010
CAT. 540 TANGED 87.0 .06 1 1 .00 .050 .130 .010 .200

(TR)CAT. 541 TANGED 89.0 .05 9.40 .010 .020 .030 .020 1.050
CAT. 543 TANGED 94.5 .05 4.50 .005 .030 .010 .100

(TR)CAT. 545 TANGED 93.0 .02 7.10 .002 .150 .025 .010 .100
CAT. 546 TANGED 88.5 1 .00 9.70 .030 .110 .040 .010 .100
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Ta b l e 4 — Arebaie etruscan vessels 7th-6tb centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

1824.4-89·23 JUG
BODY 94.0 .05 5.50 .005 .075 .010 ■055 .005 .003
HANDLE 75.0 20.20 3.10 .075 .060 .020 .020 .010 .080 .050 .020
RIVET 96.5 2.20 1 .70 .050 .200 .060 .050 .040 .050 .008

1824-4-89.25 JUG
BODY 89-5 .30 10.00 .050 .040 .020 .020 .004
RIVET 95-5 .25 3.10 .007 .035 .020 .025 .015 .200 .005 .055
HANDLE 90.0 .17 9.40 .035 .005 .010 .060 .010 .1-00 .040

1856.12-16.101 PODANIPTER
HANDLE 72.0 18.90 8.50 .083 .100 .010 .025 .022 .120 .032 .040
HANDLE 72.0 19-00 8.70 .130 .210 .070 .028 .230 .025 .070
BODY 89-0 .57 9.00 .190 .070 .030 .060 .015 .270 .012 .010
BASE 87.0 2.30 10.70 .026 .070 .010 .018 .005 .150 .012 .003

1856.12-26.639 JUG
BODY 92.O .22 5.60 .200 .005 .015 .005 .010
HANDLE 91.0 .15 8.70 .010 .400 .050 .015 .150 .006
RIVET 89.5 .13 8.80 .080 .200 .025

1856.12-26.652 JUG 
HANDLE 83-0 7.80 8.40 .020 .400 .025 .015 .150 .013
BODY 91.0 .06 7.60 .060 .010 .020 .020 .005

1856.12-26.732 SITULA
LID 91.5 .01 7.50 .033 .300 .020 .015 .030 .010
RIM 90.0 .13 9.70 .029 .190 .070 .012 .250 .011
HANDLE 69.0 25.00 5.7O .030 .320 .100 .014 .070 .005

1856.12-26.922 SMALL BOWL 94.5 .07 5.90 .050 .140 .040 .140 .070 .002
1918.1-1 .3 JUG

BODY 91.0 .40 8.40 .020 .100 .040 .007 .010
HANDLE 71.0 26.00 3.40 .110 . .010 .150 .055 .005 .450 .170

1918.1-1 .50 JUG 
HANDLE 92.0 • 30 7.5O .030 .760 .008 .180 .050 .150 .010
BODY 93.0 .20 6.10 .020 .055 .030 .020 .010 .002

1965-7-26.1 HANDLE 
HANDLE 92.5 .07 7.30 .055 .040 .070 .059 .020 .300 .01 1
RIVET 92.0 .02 6.70 .045 .150 .089 .020 .200 .010

1975.5-16.1 JUG 
RIVET 88.0 .75 10.40 .090 .020 .020 .030 .002
BODY 92.0 .05 8.00 .010 .130 .005 .010 .005 .003 .010

1975-5-5.3A LEBES,BASE 73.5 17.00 9-60 .030 .170 .010 .015 .010 .060 .001 .010
1976.5-1.10 STAND

FOOT 81 .5 7.90 9-00 .120 .090 .150 .070 .015 .250 .012 .030
LEG RIVET 97.5 .15 1.70 .088 .240 .190 .005
BEADING 91.0 .1 1 8.9O .060 .050 .040 .012 .100 .005
BODY 88.5 .18 10.30 .050 .270 .070 .021 .030 .010 .005 .020

1976.5-1 -2 AMPHORAE 92.0 6.60 .036 .250 .080 .007 .030 .005
1976.5-1-3 LEBES

BODY 88.0 10.90 .005 .090 .002 ;030 .005
RIM 90.0 .01 9.90 .005 .160 .005 . 150 .005

1976.5-1 -6 CRATER,BODY 98.0 .25 1.30 .095 .440 .090 .015 .150 .01 1 .030
1976.5-1 -7 LEBES 90.0 .01 9.so .005 -1 00 .012 .020 .200 .00s

1976-5-1-6 BOWL
BASE 70.0 24.30 5.10 .047 .070 .100 .038 .010 .150 .01 2 .004
BODY 98.5 .13 .065 .070 .320 .049 .200 .010
HANDLE 81 .0 13-10 6.00 .043 .050 .050 .030 .017 .100 .01 1 .005

1976.5-1 -9 STAND 
TOP 93.5 1 .40 5.40 .110 .240 .050 .057 .025 .200 .020 .120

HANDLE 95.0 2.50 2.90 .110 .070 .100 .025 .130 .020
RING 92.0 3.80 3.20 .1 10 .300 .130 .025 .080 .012

.020LEG RIVET 93.0 .90 3.90 .067 .140 .110 .038 .230 .035
LEG 90.5 4.00 3.30 .140 .100 .065 .028 .150 .005 .025 .005

47-11-27.7 SITULA 
HANDLE 92.0 .03 7.50 .020 .110 .030 .017 .010 .150 .01 1 •

50.2-27.19
BASE
BOWL

89.0 .03 11 .20 .060 .730 .050 .053 .020 .017 .008

.080

.080

.010BASE 87.0 7.40 4.90 .150 .220 .800 .720 .020 .030
ESCUTCHEON 89.5 3.20 3.90 .170 .200 .600 .700 .020 .020 .020 .020
BODY 89.0 .25 9.80 .030 .080 .500 .230 .080 .350 .005
HANDLE 83.0 11 .80 4.90 .250 .060 .300 .640 .008 .020 .050

RIVET 91.0 .45 7.10 .110 .070 .030 .120 .020 .140 .300
50.2-27.20 LARGE BOWL

HANDLE 92.5 .90 6.60 .050 .100 .005 .100 .010 .250 .010
BODY 88.5 .08 11.10 .035 .085 .010 .055 .050 .100 .005 .020

FOOT 92.0 .65 8.20 .035 .005 .005 .080 .030 .150 .018
HANDLE RIVET 87.0 .20 11.30 .005 .160 .005 .020 .010 .050

50.2- 27.42
50.2- 27.44

PEDESTAL FOOT
2 HANDLED JUG

80.0 10.80 9.OO .055 .020 .002 .030 .010 .100

.050 .002HANDLE 99.0 .19 .050 .090 .060
BASE 100.0 .32 .080 .040 .130 .150 .040 .002
RIVET 98.0 .30 .15 .060 .020 .020 .040 .550 ’ .008

50.2- 27.47
53.2- 18.1

LARGE BOWL
SITULA

. 87.0 .15 8.70 .030 .015 .150 .039 .003 .005 .450 1.000 .010

.005RIM 87.5 .02 11 .30 .270 .020 .051 .080
.020HANDLE 78.5 17.20 4.30 .035 .060 .210 .030 .055 .150 .011

HANDLE RIVET 98.5 .15 .011 .210 .005 .027 .025 .050 .008 .010

55.3-6.2 JUG 
HANDLE 89-5 3.60 6.00 .010 .400 .050 .020 .055 .200 .005 .060

BODY 92.0 .15 7.7O .003 .120 .050 .015 .060 .003
59.2-16.128 JUG 

RIVET 93.0 ■ 50 6.5O .020 .070 .030 .150 .045 .035 .005
HANDLE 78.0 14.80 6.50 .040 .010 .035 .015 .050 .015
BODY 93.0 .12 6.70 .020 .080 .070 .030

67.5-Θ.725 JUG
.100 .003BODY 90.0 .06 9.10 .025 .100 .050

.002HANDLE 73.0 20.10 6.10 .050 .085 .070 .045 .005 .100 .040

67-5-8-726 JUG 
HANDLE 82.5 10.40 7.30 .045 .013 .025 .010 .030 .050 .016 .050

BODY 92.5 .05 6.60 .020 .020 .060 .010 .007 . 005

67-5-8.729 JUG 
HANDLE 80.5 9.30 9.70 .035 .030 .050 .018 .150 .005 .003
BODY 90.5 .09 8.50 .020 .020 .100 .015

78.10-12.16 JUG
.150BODY • 89-5 .15 8.70 .010 .260 .010 .035

.001

CAT. 257
HANDLE
LEBES

74.5 18.00 6.80 .010 .045 .002 .020 .005 .120

.040.005SMALL 92.5 .17 7.00 .040 .060 .010 .130 .020 .200
LARGE 90.5 .40 8.30 .050 .070 .150 .150 .020 .020 .007
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Segue: Ta b l e 4 — Archaic etruscan vessels 7th-6th centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

CAT. 558 LEBES(LID) 83.0 9.00 7-90 .060 .060 .020 .060 • 350 .025
CAT. 559 LEBES

RIM 92.0 8.90 .005 .050 .170 .030 .050 .002
BODY 88.0 11 .00 .020 .150 .010 .030 .050 .200 .015 .030

CAT. 561 LEBES
RIM 83-0 4.90 10.60 .070 .005 .050 .050 .010 .040 .020 .010
BODY 90.0 .10 9.80 .040 .005 .010 .040 .002 .020

CAT. 563 BOWL
FOOT 83-5 8.50 8.80 .050 .130 .010 .060 .025 .080 .003 .010 .050
FOOT 87.0 3.10 9-30 .050 .013 .020 .070 .013 .015 .005
FIGURE 90.0 2.40 7-90 .060 .002 .030 .045 .008 .020 .004

CAT. 566
BODY 90.0 .12 9.00 .025 .900 .040 .100 .050 .025
HANDLE 84.5 7.70 7.60 .050 .170 .025 .005 .150

Ta b l e 5 — Archaic etruscan decorative bronzes 7th-6tb centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Μη Cd Bi Zn

BELT CLASPS

1814.7-4.275 EYE 85.0 2.60 12.50 .070 .015 .300 .075 .007 .450 .010 .002
HOOK 82.5 3.10 12.50 .070 .090 .250 .045 .007 .240 .010 .008

1824.4-99.13 EYE 89.5 1 .20 9.IO .100 .030 .170 .080 .005 .450 .010 .005
1824-4-99.13A HOOK 87.5 1.25 9.10 .100 .070 .500 .120 .015 .500 .010 .010
1824.4-99-14 HOOK 85-0 11 .60 2.05 .250 .012 .070 .200 .002 .650 .010 .007
1913.4-18.2 EYE 93.0 • 75 5.20 .090 .010 .400’ .160 .005 .400 .010 .003

HOOK 90.5 • 37 8.30 .060 .015 .120 .040 .003 .250 .020
1923-10-16.3 RIVET 88.0 5.70 5.30 .250 .005 .800 .220 .009 .850 .003

CLASP 82.0 9.00 7.90 .140 .070 .650 .130 .009 .600 .030 .013
1936.12-11.3 CLASP 81 .5 11.60 4.90 .160 .350 .600 .165 .030 • 950 .025 .090
1958.8-22.12 HOOK 86.5 3.80 7.80 .130 .095 .250 .110 .008 .500 .001 .010 .045
1975.7-3.4 EYE 82.5 6.40 9.OO .085 .045 .450 .070 .002 .550 .010 .040
1977.2-14.1 CLASP 88.0 5.10 4.80 .140 .030 .600 .080 .015 .650 .008 .01 5

RIVET 88.0 7.00 4.30 .160 .035 .750 .200 .012 .700 .001 .001 .025 .140
1977.2-14.2. CLASP 88.5 3.90 4.50 .040 .150 .750 .190 .012 .550 .008 .015

RIVET 88.0 6.00 4.50 .160 .100 .600 .190 .005 .600 .010 .008
1977.2-14.3 EYE 84.0 7.70 4.50 .240 .095 1 .300 .220 .010 .800 -.030 .006
1977.2-14.4 HOOK 84.0 11 .00 3.70 .120 .500 .500 .100 .008 .800 .025 .140
78.10-19.104 HOOK 88.0 3.15 6.60 .400 .015 .180 .430 .005 .850 .01 1 .005

ROM.906.24.11 FIBULA 88.5 1.10 8.80 .060 .020 .060 .060 .030 .700 .060
ROM.906.24-13 FIBULA 88.0 .60 10.60 .100 .017 .300 .060 .800 .030
BOM.906.24-24- FIBULA 88.5 .22 10.80 .040 .135 .200 .025 .015 .100
ROM.906.24-25 FIBULA 92.0 1 -25 5-60 .050 .230 . 1 60 .055 .010 .300 .090

Ta b l e 6 — Other archaic etruscan bronzes 7th--<5tb centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn λβ Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Μη ca Bi Zn

TRIPODS

50.2-27-38 BODY
LEG

91.5
Θ9.0

.08

.17
8.30
8.80

.040

.040
.050
.030 .040

.030

.670 .110
.040
.010

.010
.120

RIVET 90.5 .03 8.10 .005 .010 .005 .420 .070 .020 .002
CAT. 587 LEAD FILLING .4 99-00 .020 .020 .170 .002 .005 (TR) .001

FOOT 1 Θ6.0 2.5Ο •11.20 .060 .100 .080 .040 .020 .120 .030 .030

FOOT 2 86.0 1.90 10.60 .060 .070 .080 .040 .020 .100 .020 .030
FOOT 3 85.5 2.40 11 .10 .070 .180 .090 .040 .020 .100 .020 .030
RING 77.0 12.80 9.5Ο .060 .070 .030 .040 .010 .130 .020 .170
RECLINING FIGURE 73-5 7.70 3.IO .120 • 490 .320 .200 .004 • 430 .006 .004 I3.OOO
CENTRE LEG 2 80.5 9.7Ο 8.60 .070 .060 .070 .020 .007 .100 .004 .010
CENTRE LEG 3 81.0 9.60 9.3Ο .070 .020 .060 .030 .006 .100 .010

TOP 2 80.5 6.20 13.00 .070 .020 .040 .070 .050 (TR) .003 .040 .020
SATYR 3 81 .0 7.9Ο 11.20 .070 .030 .080 .070 .050 (TR) .130 .020

TOP 1 84.5 4.80 9.3Ο .080 .020 .030 .020 .030 .090 .002 .020 .040
SATYR 1 81 .0 6.80 11.70 .070 .050 .010 .070 .050 (TR) .004 .080 .020
TOP 3 83.0 4.90 9.70 .080 .070 .030 .030 .030 .070 .020 .040
FIGURE 2 79-5 7.10 11 .40 .070 .020 .040 .080 .050 (TR) .003 .030 .020

Ta b l e 7 — 5th-century b.C. etruscan statuettes.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi

1847.11-1 .8 LEG 84.5 5.70 IO.40 .050 .480 .110 .030 .600 (TH)

1856.12-26.796 MOUNTED SCYTHIAN ARCHER 76.5 13.20 10.00 .050 .090 .550 .030 .150 (TR)
HORSE 83.0 6.60 9.00 .050 .090 .520 .055 .200 .030

1856.12-26.800 MOUNTED SCYTHIAN ARCHER 82.5 7.10 9.2O .045 .150 .500 .060 .150 .020
HORSE 76.5 14.50 9.70 .050 .100 .550 .070 .200 .020

1905.7-10,1 SATYR 86.5 2.00 12.00 .055 .150 .060 .050 (TR) .100 .110
1907.10-20.2 ATHLETE 81 .0 8.10 9.70 .050 .045 .040 .050 .100 .100

1966.5-28.14 YOUTH 86.0 8.10 12.20 .070 .120 .070 .200 .300

1975.5-1.1 MOUNTED SCYTHIAN ARCHER 77.5 12.30 9.60 .050 .030 .400 .055 .150 (TR)
HORSE 85.0 6.20 8.30 .050 .050 .500 .040 .005 .080 (TR)

49-6-20.16 CISTA LID STATUETTE 77.0 9.50 12.50 .030 .080 .002 .025 .200 .020
CAT. 223 TRUMPET 85.0 5.80 8.00 .050 .030 .450 .020 .003 .200 .040

TRUMPETER 84.5 6.70 8.20 .050 .010 .450 .055 .005 .300 (TR)

CAT. 444 WARRIOR 86.5 1.90 11.50 .090 .550 .055 .045 .050 (TH) .150
CAT. 447 GIRL 92.5 .11 7.50 .045 .230 (t r ) .080 .015 .100 (TR)

CAT. 452 WARRIOR 89.5 .70 10.60 .060 .070 .085 .080 (TR)

CAT. 459 WARRIOR
LEFT ARM 81.5 7.50 10.30 .060 .060 .050 (TR) .300 (TR)
SKIRT 82.0 7.90 9.90 .065 .140 .050 .005 .200 .150

Zn

.100

.150

.015
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Segue: Ta b l e 7 — 5th century b.C. etruscan statuettes.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

CAT. 459 HELMET CREST FROM WARRIOR 78.0 13-60 9.60' .070 .080 (TR) .100 .040
CAT. 463 HERCULES 85.0 10.50 6.10 .090 .030 (TR) .050 .002 .100 (TR) .020
CAT. 472 SATYR 86.0 3.60 9.4O .050 .060 .025 (TR) .010 (TR)
CAT. 473 SATYR 86.0 5.60 8.90 .055 .030 .060 .005 .040 .040
CAT. 474 SATYR 88.5 .55 9.70 .040 .075 .050 .065 .010 .100 .050
CAT. 481 EROS 88.0 .25 12.00 .060 .200 .040 .020 .100 .150 .070
CAT. 498 MAN AND WOMAN 86.0 3.50 9.70 .050 .035 .040 .100 .050
CAT. 500 BOY 78.0 13.40 9.20 .040 .250 .030 .040 (TR) .100 .070
CAT. 516 MALE FIGURE 88.5 .40 9-80 .070 .050 .030 .052 .020 .250 .004 .023 .015
CAT. 526 BOXER

BASE 80.5 1 .10 3.00 .120 1.100 2.300 .070 .100 .020 11.700
BODY 82.4 6.70 10.60 .050 .120 .080 .060 (TR) .070 .070 .015

CAT. 533 YOUTH 88.0 .20 12.20 .065 .035 .040 .150 .070
CAT. 555 SHEPHERD 87.5 5.00 7.50 .040 .070 .090 .005 .080 (TR)
CAT. 556 PISCATOR 90.0 2.85 6.00 .020 .050 .200 .065 .010
CAT. 560 FIGURES ON LID 87.5 1.15 10.30 .045 .110 .030 .056 .015 .350 .003
CAT. 599 GIRL 87.0 .25 10.70 .100 .250 .025 .050 .950
CAT. 602 WOMAN IN CART

CART 87.0 3.10 8.30 .040 .150 .020 .050 .010 .070 ’ .050
WOMAN 87.0 3.30 8.90 .045 .020 .020 .010 .010 .080 .050
YOKE 88.0 3.30 9.10 .065 .030 .040 .050 .010 .040 .050

CAT. 605 HERCULES 80.0 8.65 10.20 . .100 .220 .170 .045 .005 .100 (TR)
CAT. 608 SEILENOS 79.0 10.20 9.60 .050 .100 .150 .040 .030 .200
CAT. 610 YOUTH 99.0 .30 (TR) .030 .060" .100 .160 .015 .100 (TR)
CAT. 611 ATHLETE 84-5 4.40 11.20 .110 .100 .060 .005 .050 .150
CAT. 613 FEMALE 84.5 4.15 10.65 .100 .500 .040 .005 .300 .150 .020
CAT. 637 CISTA,2 WARRIORS HANDLE 85-0 3.90 11.20 .070 .035 .007 .050 .005 .090 .020
CAT. 675 WARRIOR 78.0 14.50 6.50 .050 .100 .050 .050 .100. .050
CAT. 683 YOUTH 74.5 14.00 10.00 .075 .050 .130 .075 .010 .100 .050
CAT. 1752 SEATED LION 81.5 2.90 12.80 .060 .240 .550 .051 .210 .250 .008 .030
CAT. 1756 LION 83.0 2.40 13.80 .030 • 310 .080 .040 .100 .060 (TR)

Ta b l e 8 — 5th century b.C. etruscan mirrors.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn

1837.6-4.95 TANGED MIRROR 86.5 .03 11.80
A.1959.319 TANGED MIRROR 89.0 .03 10.00
CAT. 542 TANGED MIRROR 91.5 ,07 8.20
CAT. 621 TANGED MIRROR 89.0 .06 9.80
CAT. 623 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .10 11 .10
CAT. 624 TANGED MIRROR 85.0 .10 .12.40
CAT. 626 TANGED MIRROR 88.5 .02 12.10
CAT. 627 TANGED MIRROR 87.5 .10 10.70
CAT. 629 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .05 12.20

CAT. 633 TANGED MIRROR
TANG 85.0 .50 14.90
MIRROR 84.0 .50 14.40

CAT. 715 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .03 8.90
COP.3403 MIRROR 91.5 .10 8.10
COP.517 TANGED MIRROR 91.0 .13 9.20
COP.ABA.265 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .10 12.00
COP.ABA.266 MIRROR 90.5 .10 10.00

Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

.002 .220 .040 .020 .400

.030 .060 .100 .010 (TR) .006

.010 .040 .030 .030 .300

.035 .050 .050 .005 .200 (TR)

.050 .060 .020 (TR) .013 .700

.020 .100 .060 .060 .800

.020 .060 .050 .030 .110 .090 .010

.020 .140 .030 .040 .130 .130 .002 .010 .010

.015 .020 .085 .060 .400 (TH)

.050 .030 .200 .050 .010 .060 .001 .010

.050 .080 .160 .050 .090 .005

.050 .120 ,090 .050 .015

.030 .120 .060 .040 .480 .030 .004

.030 .200 .040 .030 .150 .008

.040 .060 .080 .050 .050

.030 .080 .040 .050 .010 .180 .010 .010

Ta b l e 9 — 5th century b.C. etruscan vessels.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

1824.4-89.12 JUG 91.5 .20 8.50 .040 .085 .005 .007 .050 .010
1824.4-89.18 JUG 

HANDLE 91.0 .06 7.70 .040 .040 .030 .010 .080
RIVET 89-5 .20 10.10 .040 .050 .025 .015 .040 .001
BODY 91.0 8.20 .030 .080 .030 .015 .015

1838.6-18.91 INCENSE VASE 87.0 .01 12.40 .030 .060 .020 .015 .005 .080 .001 .010
1838.6-8-54 JUG 

HANDLE 92.0 7-10 .010 .150 .003 .020 .013 .120 .005
BODY 88.3 .01 11 .00 .050 .002 .050 .020 .001

1838.6-8.56 JUG
BODY 91.0 .03 8.30 .002 .030 .003 .015 .030 .009
HANDLE 80.0 10.40 9.70 .050 .005 .080 .025 .060 .010

1838.6-8.90 INCENSE VASE 81 .5 7.50 8.90 .080 .070 .130 .080 .006 .250 .230 .040
1856.12-26.654 JUG 

BODY 90.0 8.30 .080 .260 .080 .010 .008 .007
HANDLE 90.0 .01 9.20 .040 .110 .100 .005 .015 .008

1856.12-26.657 JUG 
HANDLE 87.0 4.20 7.70 .030 .010 .003 .020 .050 .012
BODY 91.5 .06 7.10 .015 .060 .010 .012 .150 .015

1902.6-19.1 JUG 
HANDLE 89.5 10.20 .003 .280 .010 .120 .100 .010
BODY 90.5 .01 10.40 .030 .090 .020 .007 .020 .005

1918.1-1 .15 JUG HANDLE 70.5 18.60 7.80 .040 .800 .040 .020 .100 .001 1 .000
1918.1-1.41 MUG 

HANDLE 90.0 .06 8.80 .010 .170 .005 .030 .090 .100 .001 .010
BODY 89-5 10.00 .030 .270 .020 .060 .030 .130 .003 .200

1 918.1-1 .52 JUG 
HANDLE 91 .0 .80 7.50 .040 .015 .005 .007 .007 .120 .002 .010
BODY 92.0 .70 7.10 .040 .020 .005 .070 .008 .1 20 .010

1975.5-15.5 MUG
HANDLE 81 .0 7.30 12.10 .050 .015 .015 .140 .015 .100 .020
BODY 89.0 .10 7.90 .030 .040 .020 .030 .008 .100 .002 .010

1975.5-16.3 JUG 
HANDLE 87.0 11.70 .060 .050 .040 .005 .035
RIVET 92.5 .05 6.30 .060 .090 .030 .015 .040
BODY 88.0 10.80 .050 .050 .060 .005 .030 .001
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Segue: Ta b l e 9 — 5th century b.C. etruscan vessels.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

47.11-27-8 JUG
BODY 88.5 .20 9.60 .050 .160 .050 .030 .001 .005
HANDLE 86.5 .70 ■12.90 .060 .020 .050 .017 .008 .050 .050
SOLDER 85.5 .50 12.50 .045 .350 .025 .012 .050 -015

49.6-20.16 CISTA LID 98.5 .21 .045 .035 .080 .070 .150
67-5-8.727 JUG

BODY 90-5 .04 8.40 .050 .015 .110 .010 .050 .007
HANDLE 92.0 .02 8.10 .070 .025 .050 .008 .020 .012

67.5-8.728 JUG
BODY 92.5 .04 8.5O .025 .025 · .100 .025 .010 .005
HANDLE 84.0 5.70 11.00 .045 .080 .100 .010 .010 .015

68.1-10.225 JUG 
BODY 90.5 .03 10.00 .035 .010 .200 .070 .015 .002
HANDLE 89.0 .62 11.00 .060 .020 .060 .080 .020 .015 .080

69.3-4.2 JUG
BODY 91.5 .03 6.40 .035 .090 .100 .010 .015 .005
HANDLE 78.5 15.00 8.60 .015 .007 .010 .015 .500 .015 .005

CAT. 544 CISTA 87.0 .40 9.00 .030 .500 .015 .150 .150 .600 .005 .015
CAT. 557 AMPHORA 87.5 .20 9.60 .085 .110 .070 .087 .020 .250 .011 .040
CAT. 560 FIGURES ON LID 87.5 1.15 10.50 .045 .110 .050 .056 .015 .350 .005
CAT. 563 CISTA 90.0 .15 9.00 .040 .200 .080 .050 .050 .500 .002 .040
CAT. 637 CISTA

FOOT 79.0 9.90 9.60 .050 .060 .005 .080 .070 .150 .010
RIM 89.0 .10 10.20 .035 .040 .007 .010 .050 .010
SMALL RING 87.5 .15 10.80 .020 .200 .010 .020 .500
LID 88.0 .04 11.00 .030 .035 .060 .100
HANDLE RIVETS 99.0 .05 .050 .120 .010 .065 .060 .200 .001 .008

CAT. 639 CISTA
FOOT 86.0 3.30 9.60 .060 .100 .005 .050 .025 .100 .040 .050
BODY 89.0 .25 11.00 .060 .050 .050 .050 .500 .005

CAT. 644 VESSEL FOOT
BODY 76.0 17.00 5.5O .150 .020 .350 .160 .008 .010 .500 .001 .040 .010
RIVET 98.0 .22 1 .20 .025 .025 .150 .050 .500 .020

CAT. 651 SITULA 
BODY 89.0 .04 9-60 .013 .080 .025 .270 .5OO
HANDLE 77.0 13-20 10.00 .080 .270 .005 .050 .085 .150 .008 .025
SQUARE PLINTH 74.0 13.40 10.50 .080 .290 .007 .050 .095 .100 .008 .020
BASE 77.0 12.00 10.00 .070 .250 .010 .055 .090 .200 .015 .050

CAT. 652 SITULA 
BODY 88.5 .09 10.00 .050 .015 .005 .050 .050
SPOUT 69.0 20.90 10.50 .050 .040 .007 .035 .050 .25O .005 .015
HANDLE 86.0 5.10 10.80 .050 .170 .020 .050 .050 .500 .010

CAT. 657 CISTA 
HANDLE 67.0 24.00 7.10 .050 .150 .010 .050 .040 .150 .010 .010
RING 67.0 24.20 7.00 .045 . .100 .010 -045 .040 .150 .010 .010
BODY 89.5 .25 9.70 .020 .050 .005 .040 .050 .500 .005

NEWCASTLE PATERA 90.0 .15 9.80 .070 .100 .050 .130 .250
1929-5-10.1 BASSE YUTZ STAMNOS 

BODY .87-0 12.00 .050 .01 5 .200 .005 .050 .005 .002 .001 .020

HANDLE ΒΘ.Ο 5-30 6.80 -045 .040 .080 .020 .005 .080 .005 .005
1929.5-11.3 BASSE YUTZ STAMNOS 

SOLDERED HANDLE 85-0 7.00 7.40 .080 .210 .100 .100 .010 .500
PEGGED HANDLE 84.0 7.10 8.00 .045 .220 .100 .010 1 .000 (TR)
BASE 89.0 .12 9.00 .005 .700 .020 .500
RIM 89.5 .10 9.20 .050 .110 .015 .020

Ta b l e 10 — 5th century b.C. and late etruscan decorative bronzes.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

ROM.919.55-21 FIBULA 74.0 .06 .050 .150 .220 .004 .005 26.000
CAT.2858 BELT BUCKLE 

REPAIR SHEET 85.5 5.40 7-20 .050 .250 .600 .020 .210 .200
REPAIR RIVET 99.5 .50 .050 .010 .050 .600 .120
PLATE 83-5 .48 15.8O .035 .045 .045 .005 .450 .090 .025
RIVET 97.5 .90 1.60 .090 .035 .050 .055 .005 • 350 • 540 .020
HOOK 79.O 7.3O 11 .40 .085 .510 1.500 .050 .015 .500 .150 .820

Ta b l e 11 — Late etruscan statuettes 4th-2nd centuries b. C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

1824.4-52.1 FEMALE BUST 77.0 15-00 6.90 .370 .080 .100 .035 .050 .150 .005 .005
1847.11-1 .8 LEG 84-5 3.70 10.40 .050 .480 .110 .050 .600 (TR) .100
1903.7-13.1 WINGED DEITY 73-5 20.10 6.60 .100 .060 .500 .045 .250 .004
1905.12-27.1 MAN 90.0 4.OO 5.70 .020 .240 (TR) .050 .010 .100 (TR)
1913.5-29.1 PRIESTESS 69.0 19.50 10.90 .055 .160 .200 .035 .045 .100
1920.6-12.1 PRIESTESS

CURL 74.0 18.00 7.50 .060 .290 .520 .035 .170 .520 .170 .050
RIGHT ARM 72.5 18.40 7.70 .050 .520 .200 *050 .200 .250 .020 .030
BODY 73.0 17.60 7-60 .050 .500 .200 .045 .150 .700 .020 .040
HEAD 71 -5 1 9-20 6.5O .040 .220 .250 .035 .110 .500 .050
LEFT ARM 73-5 19.60 6.7O .050 .160 .150 .040 .150 .600 .010 .020
DRAPERY 71.5 18.80 7.00 .390 .160 .310 .045 .050 .110 .600 .100 .110
LEFT HAND 71 .5 19.40 6.90 .035 .200 .120 .050 .110 .600 .001 .025
RIGHT HAND 71 .0 20.80 6.80 .030 .210 .150 .040 .120 .500 .010 .030

1921.5-12.1 PRIEST 87-0 26.10 5.5O .065 .350 .780 .047 .060 .040 .005 .080
1925.7-15.1 WARRIOR 87.0 6.15 5.60 .050 .140 (TR) .060 .070 .100 (TR) (TR) (TR)
1966.3-28.17 YOUTH 76.5 11 .80 10.80 .080 .520 .020 .050 .090 .150 ■ 350
75.8-20.14 FEMALE DEITY 78.0 10.70 5-80 .050 .210 .500 .025 .005 .050 .007 3.900
84.6-14.35 CISTA,2 WRESTLERS HANDLE 85.5 5-80 10.6Ó .070 .070 .005 .090 .020 .200 .005 .020
CAT. 612 FEMALE 87.0 .95 10.70 .130 .200 .055 .020 .900 .150 .070
CAT. 614 MAN 90.5 .47 8.50 .110 .200 .040 (TR) .010 (TR) .050
CAT. 616 ARM 84.5 4.10 9.90 .060 .520 .070 .015 .650 (TH) .070
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Segue: Ta b l e 11 — Late etruscan statuettes 4th-2nd centuries b. C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

CAT. 640 CISTA,FIGURE ON LID 79-0 10.70 8.70 .060 .100 .080 .043 .150 .011
CAT. 641 HERMES 79.5 8.10 IO.5O .120 .500 .250 .040 .005 .020 .050 .070
CAT. 648 CISTA,FOOT 81 .0 8.00 10.10 .060 .180 .030 .035 .030 .150 .013 .020
CAT. 659 PATERA FIGURE 80.5 10.40 7.50 .140 .160 .300 .110 .350 .01 1 .006
CAT. 661 PATERA FIGURE 67.0 26.10 7.50 .045 .090 .170 .043 .060 .200 .010 .005
CAT. 665 STRIGIL FIGURE 78.5 11.80 8.20 .050 .080 .070 .077 .060 .300 .003 .011 .010
CAT. 678 MALE 79-5 11.40 7.60 .060 .070 (TR) .010 (TR) .100 (TR) .130
CAT. 679 MAN 87-5 7.20 3.3O .080 .250 .850 .350 .020 .050 (TR) .020
CAT. 681 MALE 81 .0 5.10 12.00 .070 .150 .040 .015 .050 .300
CAT. 682 MALE 84.5 4.40 10.80 .040 .100 .045 .300 (TR)
CAT. 685 YOUTH 76.0 14.50 9.20 .140 .080 .100 .072 .010 .350 .007 .100
CAT. 684 YOUTH 90.0 7.10 3-20 .060 .380 (TR) .050 .010 .150 (TR) (TR)
CAT. 687 YOUTH 88.0 5-54 5.75 .060 .190 .200 .060 (TR) .200 (TR)
CAT. 688 BOY WITH GOOSE 87-0 4-80 8.70 .100 .220 .200 .045 .005 .100 .050
CAT. 689 MAN 65.5 23.9O 8.15 .070 .100 -300 .025 .005 .200
CAT. 691 MALE 69.5 21 .80 7.45 .050 .020 .200 .040 .030 .300 .010
CAT. 740 WINGED FEMALE 72.5 17.80 8.00 .110 .100 .200 .060 .015 .250 .003 .020 .050
CAT. 741 CISTA,ACROBAT HANDLE 81 .5 8.80 8.9O .045 .080 .080 .036 .020 .200 .002 .007
CAT. 742 CISTA,2 COMIC ACTORS HANDLE 66.5 25.50 8.50 .035 .005 .040 .060 .350 .003 .010
CAT. 746 CISTA FIGURE 72.0 20.80 6.90 .060 .050 .070 .044 .008 .100 .010 .005
CAT.1245 HERCULES 77.0 19.50 3-65 .055 .640 (TR) .025 .100 (TR) (TR)
CAT.1246 HERCULES 75.5 14.80 8.20 .080 .230 .300 .080 .100 (TR) (TR)
CAT.1249 HERCULES 84-0 9.60 6.20 .140 .260 .400 .140 .030 .450 .011 .040
CAT.1251 HERAKLES 75-0 13.10 10.50 .032 .070 .060 .029 .007 .200 .002 .020
CAT.1261 HERCULES 77.5 12.50 6.60 .055 .070 (TR) .040 (TR) .100 (TR) (TR)
CAT.1267 HERCULES 76.5 15.20 6.80 .075 .130 .200 .055 .020 .050 (TR) (TR) .015
CAT.1268 ■ HERAKLES 75.0 15-00 8.90 .045 .170 .090 .036 .060 .300 .003 .020
CAT.1449 FEMALE DEITY 75-0 17.10 2.90 .180 2.980 .350 .080 .050 .350 .011 .600
CAT.1589 . PRIESTESS 83.0 7.80 8.60 .083 .230 .110 .100 .010 .250 .004 .012 .030
CAT.1684 PRIEST 76.5 15.50 7.20 .130 .230 .200 .060 .020 .070 .010 .010
CAT.1696 PRIESTESS 79-5 14.40 6.60 .050 .060 .250 .037 .020 .070 .005 .015
CAT.2489 SATYR HEAD,SPOUT 86.0 4.20 10.10 .057 .250 .030 .042 .050 .250 .003 .005

Ta b l e 12 — Late etruscan mirrors 4th-2nd centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

1814.7-4.704 TANGED MIRROR 
MIRROR 87-0 .90 11.00 .002 .120 .040 .020 .100 (TR)
CAST HANDLE 75.5 13.20 11.50 .050 .020 .030 .010 .200 (TR)
JOINT 72.30 14.00 10.00 .090 .065 .040 .025 .009 .300 .025

1814.7-4.925 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .01 12.30 .030 .230 .070 .160 .005 .060 .600 .005
1837.6-9.93C ' TANGED MIRROR 87.5 .02 12.90 .060 .100 .200 .040 .100
1056-12-26.032 TANGED MIRROR

RIVET 89.0 .10 11.60 .270 .060 .150 ■ .040 .030 .300 .005
TANG 68.0 22.50 8.40 .055 .180 .700 .025 .015 .150 .025
MIRROR 70.0 21 .20 7.80 .085 .200 .700 .025 .015 .200 .030

1867.5-8.378 DISC MIRROR 82.5 .85 16.00 .010 .430 .050 .080 .600
1890-9-21.17 TANGED MIRROR

MIRROR 87.5 3.40 7.9O .015 .800 .045 .015 .500 (TR)
RIVET 98.5 .05 .50 .150 .020 .035 .300 .010

1909.6-16.1 TANGED MIRROR 86.0 4.15 9.00 .077 .100 .250 .098 .01 5 .200 .010 .007
1949.7-14.1 TANGED MIRROR 91.5 • 50 8.30 .020 .100 .005 .060 .080 .150 1 .000
1975.9-1.51 MIRROR 84-5 5.10 9.10 .040 .260 .100 .030 .080 .005 .010 .030
73.Θ-20.104 TANGED MIRROR 90.0 .16 9.40 .035 .140 .150 .015 .600
75.6-8.1 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .08 12.30 .025 .100 .015 .070 .130 .200 .003 .005
A.1378.1888 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .12 10.10 .020 .020 .010 .030 .020 .230 .001
A.1871-96 TANGED MIRROR 86.5 .12 11.10 .050 .080 .050 .050 .060 .650 .002 . .030
A.1871-97 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .06 10.10 .040 .030 .110 .030 .010 ■ 350 .003 .001
A.1880.41 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 1 .40 12.90 .030 .080 .100 .010 (TR) .006
A.1888.1379 TANGED MIRROR 87.5 12.60 .030 .010 .020 .020 .020 (TR) .001
A.1888.488C TANGED MIRROR 86.0 .10 12.20 .060 .060 .050 .030 .100 .100 .002
A.I9IO.775 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .03 11.70 .030 .040 .010 .050 .020 .150
A.1933.950 TANGED MIRROR 86.5 .10 13.50 .020 .070 .030 .040 .220
A.1935.85 TANGED MIRROR 85.0 4.40 7.10 .080 .060 .110 .060 .010 .150 .040 .030
A.1937.994 TANGED MIRROR 88.5 .70 11.50 .030 .040 .070 .030 .004 .150 .004 .001
A.1937.996 TANGED MIRROR 86.0 .25 13.70 .030 .060 .100 .050 .100 .100 .004 .140
A.1937.997 TANGED MIRROR 93-0 2.20 4.20 .060 .210 .230 .020 (TR) .030 .170
A.1950.321 TANGED MIRROR 85-5 .90 13-80 .040 .150 .060 .070 .070 • 370 .001 .010
A.1955.457 TANGED MIRROR 88.0 .08 10.30 .080 .060 .110 .060 .010 .150 .040 .020
A. 1957.71 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .09 8.40 .030 .600 .020 .030 (TR) .007 .001 .040
A.609.1884 MIRROR 89-0 11.60 .020 .090 .001 .030 .010 .130 .020
A.64.1877 TANGED MIRROR 92.0 8.90 .010 .190 .040 .080 .020 .250 .040
A.NO REG TANGED MIRROR 89.0 .02 11.40 .030 .130 .050 .050 .020 (TR) .001 .030
A.OLDFIELD 58 TANGED MIRROR 89.0 .08 10.60 .020 .090 .005 .020 .050 .170 .002 .001 .040
CAT. 617 TANGED MIRROR 89-0 .05 11.70 .030 .300 .050 .030 .260 .060 .010 .010
CAT. 619 TANGED MIRROR 93.0 .12 5.70 .002 .030 .030 .005 .300
CAT. 620 MIRROR 90.0 .10 10.80 .040 .090 .040 .050 .005 .100 .010 .030
CAT. 621 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .06 10.60 .030 .060 .040 .005 .800 (TR)
CAT. 625 TANGED MIRROR 95.5 .25 4.3O .005 .040 .050 .010 .300
CAT. 628 TANGED MIRROR 87.5 .11 11.40 .025 .065 .085 .030 .300 (TR)
CAT. 631 TANGED MIRROR 92.0 .10 7.70 .040 .020 .040 .015 .200 (TR)
CAT. 695 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .10 9.70 .030 .040 .040 .030 .100 .010 .005
CAT. 696 TANGED MIRROR 91.5 .07 7.50 .002 .050 .050 .015 .500 (TR)
CAT. 697 TANGED MIRROR 92.0 • 50 7.00 .080 .070 .050 .070 .040 .040 .010 .010
CAT. 698 TANGED MIRROR 87.5 .47 10.30 .035 .030 .100 .Ό30 .015 .300 (TR) (TR)
CAT. 699 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .05 8.60 .020 .110 .080 .015 .200
CAT. 701 TANGED MIRROR 92.0 .06 8.80 .020 .140 .020 .050 .015 .010 .010 .010
CAT. 702 TANGED MIRROR 49.5 46.20 4.60 .020 .100 .020 .040 1.100 .010
CAT. 703 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .20 9.9O .040 .080 .030 .010 .500 .030
CAT. 704 TANGED MIRROR 87-5 11.90 .030 .130 .030 .030 .010 .020 .003 .010
CAT. 705 TANGED MIRROR 86.0 3.50 9.40 .040 .330 .050 .050 .090 .010 .010
CAT. 706 TANGED MIRROR 86.5 .10 9.50 .020 .110 .030 .015 1 .000
CAT. 707 TANGED MIRROR 92.0 .20 9.00 .030 .110 .030 .020 .013 .020
CAT. 708 TANGED MIRROR 88.5 .09 10.20 .020 .040 .030 .060 .120 .020 .010 .010
CAT. 709 TANGED MIRROR 85.5 .10 13.70 .020 .150 .060 .010 .060 .004
CAT. 710 TANGED MIRROR 90.5 .21 8.10 .040 .140 .020 .040 .030 .030 .010 .010 .010
CAT. 711 TANGED MIRROR 

TANG 89.5 .07 9.40 .030 .060 .020 .030 .040 .020 .008 .005
MIRROR 93-5 .20 7.10 .040 .110 .030 .060 .020 .150 .002 .008 .010
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Segue: Ta b l e 12 — Late etruscan mirrors 4th-2nd centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

CAT. 712 TANGED MIRROR 89.5 .03 10.60 .020 .030 .010 .050 .010 .030 .040 .007 .005
CAT. 713 TANGED MIRROR 

TANG 89.0 .05 10.20 .030 .070 .030 .040 .040 .100 .010
MIRROR 89.5 .05 10.50 .030 .060 .008 .040 .040 .100 .010 .010

CAT. 714 TANGED MIRROR 85.5 .03 13-20 .030 .100 .020 .040 .060 .030 .008
CAT. 716 TANGED MIRROR

BODY 93.0 .35 7.70 .040 .080 .030 .020 .010 .100 .010
RIVET 99.5 .04 .30 .010 .250 .020 .060 .040 .090 .010 .040
TANG 91 .5 .30 7.50 .040 .090 .090 .010 .370 .010 .150

CAT. 717 TANGED MIRROR 86.5 .06 13-20 .020 .100 .003 .030 .120 .060 .008
CAT. 718 TANGED MIRROR 90.0 .13 10.20 .010 .080 .010 .030 .070 .030 .010 .010
CAT. 719 TANGED MIRROR 

TANG 87.0 .55 13.00 .020 .010 .030 .040 .010 .020 .009
MIRROR 89.0 .13 11 .00 .150 .080 .030 .030 .005· .150 .010

CAT. 720 TANGED MIRROR 90.0 .06 9.30 .030 .190 .030 .020 .040 .030 .010 .010
CAT. 721 TANGED MIRROR 85.0 4.20 9.80 .070 .060 .090 .050 .030 .005 .030 .010
CAT. 722 TANGED MIRROR 85.5 ■ 44 15-00 .040 .160 .050 .020 .010 .020 .020
CAT. 723 TANGED MIRROR 91.0 .02 9.60 .010 .100 .020 .020 .010 .110 .010
CAT. 724 TANGED MIRROR 89.0 ■ 95 8.50 .040 .220 .040 .040 .020 .020 .010 .010
CAT. 726 CASED MIRROR 

MIRROR 88.5 .20 11.30 .020 .170 .020 .020 .020 .010 .010
LOOP 92.0 .06 8.70 .050 .070 .140 .320 .010
CASE 85.0 13.20 .420 .005 .040 .330 .150
HANDLE 91.5 .02 8.90 .040 .090 .015 .010 .050 .220 .010

CAT. 727 TANGED MIRROR
MIRROR 90.0 .02 11.10 .010 .090 .010 .020 .010 .180 .010
TANG 85.5 4.20 7-90 .035 .130 .070 .056 .250 .900 .013

CAT. 730 DISC MIRROR,COVER 87-5 .08 10.70 .008 .320 .040 .050 .003
CAT. 731 DISC MIRROR

MIRROR 89.0 .05 8.90 .020 .140 .050 .030 .030 .340 .003
BASE 89-5 .05 9.00 .005 .080 .020 .350 .004

CAT. 732 MIRROR COVER 86.0 .60 11.80 .024 .130 .060 .036 .050 .350 .010
CAT. 738 MIRROR CASE 86.0 5-60 6.70 .035 .190 (TR) .050 .040 .500 (TR)
COP.1031 MIRROR 92.5 • 34 8.00 .030 .130 .040 .050 .010 .250 .010 .010
COP.115 TANGED MIRROR 95.5 • 30 2.80 .030 .170 .050 .060 .010 .070 .190 .010
C0P.1288C MIRROR HANDLE 52.5 41 .10 5.50 .040 .350 .050 .050 .020 .170 .007
C0P.1288C TANGED MIRROR 84.0 14.60 1.000 .070 .020 .015 .150 .070 .010
COP.1740 MIRROR 85-5 .60 13.50 .030 .460 .030 .030 .020 .250 .002 .010 .450
COP.2059 TANGED MIRROR 87.0 .09 11.10 .020 .250 .020 .050 .070 .150 .005 .008 .010
COP.3940 MIRROR 91 .0 .02 9.00 .020 .070 .020 .050 .170 .010 .010
COP.549 TANGED MIRROR 87.5 .05 10.30 .010 .150 .-040 .020 .170 .320 .010 .010
COP.581 TANGED MIRROR 91.5 .06 7.20 .020 .160 .020 .040 ' .040 .110 .004 .010 .030
COP.626 TANGED MIRROR 85.0 1.30 12.40 .050 .090 .060 .040 .400 .010 .020
COP.ABA 847 TANGED MIRROR 89-0 .09 9.70 .020 .140 .020 .040 .040 .140 .010 .020
C0P.ABA.1287 MIRROR 91.5 .09 8.10 .040 .250 .040 .030 .050 .400 .005 .004 .030
COP.ABA.264 TANGED MIRROR 86.5 .22 11 .80 .030 .080 .050 .030 .090 .260 .003 .007 .050
COP.ABA.561 MIRROR 90.0 .04 8.60 .020 .320 .030 .030 .060 • 350 .003 .020
COP.ABA.706 MIRROR 89-5 .09 11 .40 .040 .030 .040 .050 .050 .140 .009 .010
COP.HIN 473 MIRROR 89-5 .12 10.00 .030 .070 .005 .030 .060 .170 .003 .020
COP.HIN 474 . MIRROR 86.0 .03 14.10 .020 .200 .010 .020 .007 .060 . .002
F.3307,SYDNEY TANGED MIRROR 92.0 .20 Θ.2Ο .020 .100 (TH) -035 .025 .150 (TH)

Ta b l e 13 — Late etruscan vessels 4tb-2nd centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description

I9O7.IO-22.2 VASE
1918.1-1.15 JUG
1918.1-1 .28 JUG 

HANDLE 
RIVET 
BODY

1973.5-5.1 JUG 
HANDLE 
BODY

49.5-19.14 SMALL JUG
62.5-12.13 OINCHOE

BODY 
HANDLE

72.8-3.55 SMALL VASE
84.6-14.35 CISTA

LID
2 WRESTLERS HANDLE

99-2-18.53 JUG 
HANDLE 
BODY

CAT. 640 CISTA FOOT
CAT. 648 CISTA FOOT
CAT. 649 CISTA FOOT
CAT. 650 BUCKET FOOT
CAT. 653 EPICHYSIS HANDLE
CAT. 654 EPICHYSIS 

HANDLE 
BODY

CAT. 655 TREFOIL OINCHOE 
HANDLE
BODY

CAT. 674 TWO WARRIORS HANDLE
CAT. 741 OVAL CISTA

LID
BODY
FOOT
BASE
ACROBAT HANDLE

CAT. 742 CISTA 
FOOT 
RING 
BODY

CAT. 743 CISTA
BODY
FOOT

CAT. 745 CISTA 
HANDLE 
PLINTH
FOOT
BODY

CAT. 746 CISTA FOOT

Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co Ae Mn Cd Bi Zn

76.5 8.70 11.00 .070 .400 .080 .090 .003 .400 .005 .2.900
90.0 .85 6.60 .060 .100 .080 .020 .150 .001 1 .800

89.5 .12 9.10 .015 .060 .007 .010 .010 -350
87.5 .05 11.70 .030 .300 .030 .005 .080 .010 .001
93.0 5.80 .050 1.150 .100 .007 .100 .100 .010 .001 .010

75.0 18.00 6.30 .030 .150 .010 .017 .035 .130 .003 .010
93.0 .05 6.3O .025 .170 .015 .015 .120 .003 . .020
90.0 9.4O .030 .200 .020 .030 .030 .220 .002

92.0 .10 6.20 .030 .140 .080 .050 .300 .020
90.0 6.10 2.60 .040 .020 .150 .140 .070 .250
99.5 .020 .050 .010 .050 .020 .100

88.0 • 33 8.40 .010 .010 .010 .030 .100 .002
85.5 3.80 10.60 .070 .070 .005 .090 .020 .200 .003 .020

91-5 .04 9.20 .060 .200 .030 .010 .010
89.0 .03 10.10 .070 .250 .150 .010 .150 .035
78.0 16.30 5.3O .060 .040 .150 .040 .150 .010
81 .0 8.00 10.10 .060 .180 .030 .035 .030 .150 .013 .020
89.0 1 .20 9.5O .047 .130 .060 .064 .100 .003 .005
76.0 19.70 3.10 .190 .050 .600 .150 .350 .006
70.0 22.00 6.00 .015 .050 .005 .035 .060 .250 .001 .045

86.0 4.40 9.9O .025 .030 .005 .025 .040 .120 .003
88.5 .13 9.9O .025 .065 .020 .025 .035 .200 .001 -.015

83-0 6.7O 10.40 .055 .500 .010 .030 .030 .200 .008 .020
88.0 .20 12.40 .035 .200 .020 .020 .200 .004
83-5 9.7O 7.80 .065 ■ 470 (TR) .070 .005 .500 .150

86.5 .07 13.00 .010 .070 .030 .050 .030 .400 .005 .025
88.0 .07 10.80 .025 .050 .015 .040 .030 .100 .003
80.0 9.3O 9.5O .040 .070 .005 .040 .020 .150 .005

.060

.0078(8? 3:8 :8J8 :&8 :8â8 :8$ :88 :i88 .010
.002

71.5 19.60 6.90 .055 .020 .005 .050 .060 .300
69.0 22.00 8.20 .050 .050 .010 .040 .025 .200 .005
87-5 .70 11.00 .015 .100 .010 .030 .025 .002

90.0 .10 9.70 .010 .120 .002 .015 .015 .250
83-5 5.40 11.10 .060 .130 .007 .040 .020 .200 .025 .025

80.0 13.10 6.20 .040 • 350 .050 .050 .050 .050 .020 .050

73.O 14.50 10.50 .050 .300 .002 .035 .030 .300 .030 .030
73.5 14-70 10.30 ■ 055 .290 .003 .030 .020 .400 .030 .035
89.0 .20 9.70 .030 .280 .005 .050 .015 .100 .001 .040
74.0 18.50 7.60 .060 .170 .200 .043 .030 .150 .010 .010
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Segue: Ta b l e 13 — Late etruscan vessels 4th-2nä centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

CAT. 751 CISTA

CAT. 755

FOOT
FOOT
FOOT
PATERA HANDLE

84.0
82.5
87.0
89.5

7.20
8.90
5.00
.10

8.50
8.10
8.10
7.70

.076 

.074 

.075 

.030

.070

.070

.070

.160

.100

.080

.040

.044

.041
.052
.040

, .015
.008
.015
.070

.150

.500

.500
.050

.015

.020

.020

.020

.010

.010

Ta b l e 14 — Other late etruscan bronzes 4th-2nd centuries b.C.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag

CAT. 888
CAT.1227
NY CARLSBURG
GLYPOTHEK

OSCAN PLAQUE
SHOVEL
FRAGMENT OF SHEET METAL
FROM CHARIOT

76.5
93.5
88.0

15-80
1 -58
2.50

7.70
5.70
9.50

.040

.025

.120

Fe Sb Ni Au Co Aa Mn Cd Bi Zn

.070 .020 .015 .150 .050
.060 .060 .070 .200 .012
.110 .650 .080 .020

Ta b l e 15 — Etruscan balsamaria.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag

CAT. 756 BALSAMARIUM 70.5 21 .60 5.2O .050
CAT. 757 BALSAMARIUM 77.0 17-50 5.70 .050
CAT. 758 BALSAMARIUM BASE 72.0 20.50 8.60 .070
CAT. 759 BALSAMARIUM 65-0 29.50 4.7O .035
CAT. 760 BALSAMARIUM BASE 74-0 18.00 6.9O .030
CAT. 761 BALSAMARIUM 74.5 17-10 7.10 .045
CAT. 762 BALSAMARIUM

BODY 69-5 23.50 6.40 .080
BASE 77.5 13.00 6.60 .070

CAT. 763 BALSAMARIUM 66.5 27.60 5.7O .085
STOPPER 75.0 19-10 6.3O .110

CAT. 764 BALSAMARIUM 79.0 15.70 4-20 .050
CAT. 765 BALSAMARIUM BASE 69-5 21 .20 7-80 .060
CAT. 766 BALSAMARIUM 69.5 23-80 4.30 .110
CAT. 767 BALSAMARIUM 75.0 11 .80 10.80 .080

CAT. 768 BALSAMARIUM 
HEAD 63-5 31.00 3-80 .050
LID 63-5 31.00 4.20 .040

CAT. 769 BALSAMARIUM BASE 74.5 18.10 5.90 .070
CAT. 845 BALSAMARIUM 74.5 19.90 • 5-20 .120
CAT.1708 BALSAMARIUM 77.0 15.40 6.40 .040

Fe Sb Ni Au Co Aa Mn Cd Bi Zn

.010 .005 .010 .200 .300

.030 .050 .040 .030 .200 .003

.030 .010 .060 .040 .400 .010 .010

.040 .080 .038 .040 .300 .002 .005

.030 .030 .030 .040 .250 .005

.020 .150 .049 .020 .250 .001 .008

.080 .040 .050 .070 .200 .001 .010 .020

.100 .070 .050 .050 .300 .010 .010

.030 .150 .046 .150 .010

.130 .350 .069 .040 .170 .010 .010

.130 .200 .048 .045 .500 .007 .020

.090 .020 .040 .030 .350 .002 .010

.050 .010 .030 .020 .200 .001 .040
1.500 .050 -070 .085 -900 .010 .020

.050 .030 .030 .030 .200 .001 .005

.050 .020 .050 .020 .040 .005 .005

.160 .040 .030 .030 .450 .004 .040

.010 .070 .070 .020 .750 .010

.090 .060 .040 .050 .200 .003 .020

Ta b l e 16 — Etruscan lamps, candelabra and incense burners.

Cat/Reg No Deacription Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

5TH CENTURY B..c.

CAT. 592 CANDELABRUM
CROWN 79.0 9.60 10.50 .160 .140 .140 .040 .010 • WO .090
FUSED JOINT 90.0 2.90 5.2O ■ 035 .550 .170 .065 .010 .015 .030 .005 .070
PLINTH 82.0 6.10 11.70 .050 .035 .050 .055 .005 .010 .150 .005 .065
BASE 83-0 5.50 12.10 .030 .015 .050 .040 .005 .100 .020
STEM 91 -0 .17 9.10 .030 .860 .070 .040 .015 .020 .010 .001 .015
RING 79.0 8.60 10.60 .070 ..070 .150 .060 .015 .200 .060
STATUETTE 79.5 9.60 10.60 .065 .080 .150 .090 .01 5 .120 .050

CAT.. 593 CANDELABRUM
BASE 88.5 1.30 9.7O .055 .020 .050 .065 .005 .010 .030 .002 .050

.010BASE 84.5 5.80 8.70 .080 .060 .100 .043 .3OO
.055PLINTH 89-5 .15 9.00 .080 .080 .030 .045 .150 .010

CAT.• 595 "Incense burner
DOLPHIN 93.5 .04 6.50 .010 .270 .030 .065 .015 .050 .001 .003
CAPITAL 78.5 14.20 5.60 .035 .470 .100 .050 .025 .100 .017
CROWN 81 .0 8.70 9.9O .045 .100 .070 .055 .010 .080 .001 .080 .010
STATUETTE 86.0 3.60 8.60 .045 .045 .100 .070 .020 .100 .002 .100
BASE 87-0 3.10 8.00 .045 .065 .100 .080 .020 .080 .003 .100

CAT.. 598 CANDELABRUM 
LOWER CANOPY 78.0 7.90 12.10 .080 .100 .200 .090 .015 .250 .110
MIDDLE CANOPY 81.5 6.20 12.00 .070 .120 .200 .090 .015 .350 .003 .001 .110
MIDDLE STEM 79.0 6.70 12.10 .085 .100 .200 .090 .004 .015 .250 .001 .110
STEM 78.5 8.20 12.10 .085 .095 .170 .090 .003 .015 .250 .001 . 110 .015
TOP 'FLOWER' 80.0 6.90 11 .60 .090 .140 .200 .090 .015 .250 .007 .100 .150
TOP CANOPY 81 .0 6.20 11.90 .070 .055 .170 .090 .015 .020 .200 .004 .001 .100
LION 88.5 3.20 6.10 .045 .080 .030 .060 .003 .020 .035 .240
DANCING FIGURE 80.5 6.20 11.60 .1 10 .040 .250 .120 .003 .015 .250 .001 .150
FOOT 80.0 7.90 12.50 .100 .,1 20 .300 .080 .300 .020 .005

CAT.. 667 CANDELABRUM GROUP 83-0 6.40 9.70 .070 .210 .050 .095 .025 .200 .004 .012 .030

4TH CENTURY B.C.

1966.3-28.12 INCENSE BURNER
TRIPOD
COLUMN

77.5 12.10 9-70 .110 -370 .250 .085 .035 .500
77.5 11.90 9.80 .150 .380 .250 .080 .035 .500

.020 .010
.008 .050
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Segue: Ta b l e 16 — Etruscan lamps, candelabra and incense burners.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi Zn

4TH--3RD CENTURIES B.C.

CAT.. 596 CANDELABRUM 
STATUETTE 89.5 .95 9.50 .070 .120 .015 .025 .025 .200 .120 .025

CAT.. 668 CANDELABRUM
STATUETTE 75.5 16.50 6.40 .110 .550 .100 .050 .005 .015 .100 .085 .020
BASE 86.0 6.20 7.40 .070 .100 .070 .070 .020 .080 .100 -.010
STEM 84.0 7-50 7.40 .150 .550 .050 .110 .050 .080 .150 .120
STEM REPAIR 80.5 10.60 7-95 .050 .170 .100 .080 .005 .100 .004 .080 .050
CROWN 82.5 5.70 10.00 .060 .550 .050 .050 .005 .030 .150 .100 .050
PLINTH 77.0 15.80 6.50 .140 .300 .100 .050 .005 .015 .100 .003 .001 .075 .020

CAT.. 780 INCENSE BURNER BASE 74.0 17-00 7.60 .100 .180 .300 .060 .055 .550 .055
CAT.. 781 INCENSE BURNER 

STEM 79.0 14.50 5.40 .100 .490 .550 .100 .004 .080 .170 .001 .055 .180
DROP ORNAMENT 78.5 14-50 5.40 .100 .500 .550 .100 .004 .080 .200 .001 .055 .170
BASE 71.5 15-90 5-70 .100 .520 .540 .100 .004 .085 .200 .001 .050 .170
DISH 80.0 13.80 4.70 .090 .500 .300 .100 .080 .270 .002 .060 .170
BIRD 75.0 18.40 6.90 .100 .150 .400 .140 .030 .250 .055
LEAD ON BASE .1 99.00 • .008 .005 .010 .004 .005 .020

4TH-2ND CENTURIES B.C.

CAT. 780 INCENSE BURNER
STATUETTE 70.5 20.60 7.50 .070 .500 .400 .040 .080 .450 .020
DISH 69.5 25.00 4.10 .050 .020 .350 .040 .025 .250 .030
DUCK 65.O 52.70 3-80 .050 .070 .310 .020 .030 .200 .050

3RD-2ND CENTURIES B.C.

CAT.2512 INCENSE BURNER BASE 86.0 2.80 11.40 .077 .140 .030 .046 .020 .080 .013

2ND CENTURY B.C.

CAT. 956 HANGING LAMP
HANGING LAMP.BASE 75.5 15-60 9.90 .050 .150 .085 .025 .015 .050
STATUETTE 78.0 •12.20 8.90 .050 .090 .070 .040 .020 .200
STATUETTE 76.0 14.60 8.50 .050 .100 .050 .030 .250 .005

1 918.1-1 .121 HANGING LAMP.TOP 77.0 12.90 9.60 .050 .030 .060 .040 .050 .200
CAT.1 137 CUPID FROM LAMP 73.0 18.80 7.40 .040 .020 .050 .030 .010 .150 .004

Ta b l e 17 — Etruscan armour.

Cat/Reg No Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni Au Co As Mn Cd Bi

5TH CENTURY B .C.

CAT.2705 SHIELD 90.0 .05 10.60 .056 .120 .400 .007 .080 .01 1
CAT.2729 HELMET 88.0 .05 11.20 .005 .095 .013 .020 .100 .001
CAT.2730 HELMET 90.0 .05 8.94 .003 .070 .010 .015 .020 .800 - .003

5TH-4TH CENTURIES B.C.

1911.4-18.4 POT HELMET
HELMET 90.0 .60 9.50 .030
KNOB 56.5 55.50 8.60 .090

1975.6-5.2 HELMET 95.0 • .10 6.70 .030

008 .025 .100
050 .200 .120 .200 .007
080 .065 .060 .020 .003 .010

4TH CENTURY B.C.

1842.7-28.711
CAT.2721
CAT.2822

HELMET
HELMET
HELMET

94.0 .10 5.20 .020 .300 .045 .020 .100
9O.O .02 9.5O '.020 360 .100 .045 .020 .130
90.0 .06 9-00 .030 .025 ■ 035 .160 ■ 035 .060

.030

.005

4TH-3RB CENTURIES B.C.

1847-8-6.159 POT HELMET 90.0 .15 9.50 .055 .055 .050 .040 ■ 035 .160 .010
1867-5-8.202 POT HELMET 91.5 .10 8.90 .055 .060 .060 .040 .015 .120
CAT.2840 HELMET 90.5 .07 9.30 .180 .040 .050 ' .140 .050

CHEEKPIECE 76.5 16.10 8.00 .045 .055 .100 ■ 055 .040 -060 .003 .005

3RD CENTURY B.C.

1856.12-26.697 HELMET 94.0 .070 .060 .030
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Museo Nazionale Tarquinese (Steinberg analyses).
Reg. Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

EC 243 "razor" 90.80 .86 6.80 .12 .49 ■ 41 .22 .29 nd nd

RC 266 sword 88.40 nd 11 .00 .06 .14 nd .19 nd nd .10

EC 2035 handle 91 -70 2.00 5.60 .08 .14 .20 .05 .29 nd nd

RC 4444 belt 91 .20 .85 6.70 .10 .07 • 48 .08 .50 nd .07

RC 4445 aie head 89-90 .86 .13 .46 .06 4.70 2.50 1.60 nd nd

A lance head 87-50 .52 10.90 .05 .70 nd .04 .28 nd nd

B ring from hit 89-90 .11 10.10 .05 .02 nd .03 nd nd nd

C support 88.50 .61 9-80 .08 • 33 .21 .03 • 37 nd .09

D arc of fibula 92-60 .46 6.20 .08 .03 .10 .06 .47 nd nd

E arc of fibula 91-30 .21 7-90 .05 .05 .14 .02 .32 nd nd

F serpentine fibula 90.60 ■ 36 8.50 .07 .02 .25 .11 .24 nd nd

G ossuary urn handle 89-Θ0 .39 9-20 .05 .02 .19 .06 .20 nd nd

H horse bit 89-20 .88 8.70 .10 • 35 .19 .06 .26 nd .15

I disc of fibula 91.60 1 .40 6.10 .11 .09 .20 .14 .35 nd nd

J disc of "razor" 87-40 .28 11.80 .08 .07 .13 .03 .17 nd nd

K horse bit 93-20 • 74 4.00 .09 .13 .62 .18 .51 .01 nd

13082A bull's head 82.90 2.20 8.30 .11 3-00 .87 .02 .85 nd 1 .90

13082B cauldron 89.10 .05 10.40 .06 .07 nd <-01 .23 nd nd

13082C bull 75-20 6.00 10.00 .18 1.60 2-30 .03 1 .70 nd 1 .50

18446 omphalos bowl 87-20 .17 11.20 .04 .26 .13 .07 .41 nd • 58

18048 omphalos bowl 90.10 .09 9-30 .07 .11 .10 .03 .23 nd nd

18516A attachment 90.60 • 43 8.10 .08 .27 .17 .02 .38 nd nd

1Θ516Β attachment 91 -20 .42 7.70 .09 .04 .16 .02 • 39 nd nd

18516C attachment 89-70 .48 9-30 .10 .09 .17 .01 .40 nd nd

18516D attachment 91.30 • 35 7.90 .07 .03 .14 .01 .21 nd nd

18516E rim of cauldron 82.20 .13 17-60 .06 .15 nd .01 nd <.01 nd

1Θ612Α lug of handle 85-90 .03 13-60 .08 .42 nd <.01 nd <.01 .27

18612B bowl 83-70 <.02 16.10 .09 .19 nd <-01 nd <.01 nd

18689 cauldron 75-70 .07 24.20 .04 .02 nd nd nd <.01 nd

18728A attachment 73-00 • 43 25-50 .18 .04 .33 <.01 .40 nd .05

18728B rim of cauldron 76.40 .05 23.40 .04 .12 nd <.01 nd nd nd

18921 fibula nd .04 15.60 .01 .81 nd nd nd nd >10.0

18960 fibula nd • 34 10.00 .05 3.70 nd .01 .47 nd >10.0

19124 fibula nd .09 6.30 .06 3-80 nd .03 nd nd >10.0
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Museo Archaeologico Florence (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

F7629 bit 92.00 .51 6.30 .11 .02 .56 .09 .54 nd nd

F7401 oaauary urn 98.70 .08 .42 .11 .27 .14 .03 .20 nd nd

F76O6 figure of man 90.50 .27 8.60 .07 .03 .15 .04 • 25 nd nd

F84470 bull's head 88.60 1.90 9.00 .06 .02 nd .04 • 34 .02 nd

F84472 bull1s hoof 89.60 2.50 7.20 .07 • 34 nd .05 .17 .15 nd

F84479 cover plate 92.20 .04 6.90 .03 .10 nd • 39 .20 nd nd

F84480 goat protome 88.80 2.00 8.90 .06 .03 nd .06 .35 .02 nd

F84484 griffin protome 82.30 10.90 6.30 .04 .10 nd .06 nd nd nd

F84488 attachment w.3 griffin heads 81 .60 10.30 5-80 .08 1.50 .29 .07 .37 nd nd

F84499 horse's cheek piece 91.50 .56 7.20 .08 .16 .17 .06 .18 nd nd

F84507 "oriental" axe head 86.90 4.90 7.60 .09 .02 .11 .10 .26 .07 nd

F82105 ’’oriental" axe head 84.60 9.30 4.9O .12 .04 .40 .11 .44 .02 nd

F76353 handle 90.20 .24 9.3O .04 .03 .09 .04 nd .01 nd

F84517 bowl 92.90 .17 6.7O .04 .05 nd .04 nd .04 nd

F7123 trident 90.30 .48 8.10 .09 • 34 .36 .10 .35 .01 <•01

F7125 axe head 92.20 .51 6.60 .06 • 31 .22 .05 .32 <.01 nd

F715O buckle 88.10 .74 9.20 .09 .06 1.00 .16 .30 nd .25

F71O4 bowl 85.60 • 35 13.50 .01 .23 nd .04 .33 nd nd

FA openwork diac 87.00 .87 10.80 .14 .02 .64 .14 .50 .02 nd

F9618A cauldron 86.30 2.90 8.60 .09 .35 .89 .04 .61 .03 .26

F9618B border of cauldron 88.90 .05 11 .10 .06 .13 nd .02 nd nd nd

F9619A cauldron 75.40 9.70 7.50 .10 3.80 1.30 .02 1.20 .03 1.10

F9619B cauldron 89.60 nd 9.90 .03 .44 nd <•01 nd nd nd

F9619C border of cauldron 91.00 .03 8.50 .05 .44 nd <.01 nd nd nd

F9619B 71 .00 12.80 6.40 .10 6.10 1.30 .02 1 .00 .04 1.10

F956O bit and cheek piece 92.80 .22 6.70 .07 .03 .11 .04 .13 nd nd

F9576 open work disc 91.00 .06 8.90 .07 .02 nd .01 nd nd nd

F9591 disc 91 .20 .05 8.60 .04 .04 .09 .03 nd .01 nd

F9591 diac 91 .20 .05 8.60 .04 .04 .09 .03 nd .01 nd

F96O7 wall of bowl 88.10 .06 10.20 .10 .07 .41 .03 .83 nd nd

PB ossuary urn 89-80 • 49 9.40 .13 .02 nd .04 nd nd nd

FC ossuary urn rivet 87.60 3.9O 6.40 .19 .17 • 96 .19 .50 .01 .07
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Segue: Museo Archaeologico Florence (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

F7040 flower handle 91.10 • 52 7.80 .08 .02 .20 .06 .23 nd nd

FF strap fragment 90.30 .07 9.10 .01 .02 .23 .05 nd nd nd

FG buckle 90.70 • 92 7-40 .08 .04 • 37 .04 ■ 55 nd .09

FH lion 90.60 <.01 9-20 .03 .01 nd .04 nd nd nd

FJ ossuary urn fragment 87.90 .09 12.00 .03 .02 nd .03 nd .01 nd

FK twisted bit 95-90 • 59 2.50 .08 .33 .25 .05 .26 nd .09

FL ossuary urn rivet 92.70 • 96 5-30 .10 .02 .41 .06 • 56 .02 nd

FM fragment of armour 97.20 .14 2.60 .01 .05 nd nd nd nd nd

122 fragment of armour 93.40 .03 6.00 • 32 .07 nd .11 nd nd nd

133 fragment of armour 92.80 <.01 6.90 .11 .17 nd .14 nd nd nd

144 fragment of armour 97.70 • 35 1 .20 .73 .05 .06 <.01 nd nd nd

155 fragment of armour 92.20 .62 5.80 .27 .05 .43 .09 • 50 .01 nd



Istanbul Archaeological Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

I 41 large siren Toprakale 84.20 .27 14.50 .09 .09 .15 nd .58 nd nd

I 42 small siren Toprakale 82.30 .04 17.40 .07 .05 .04 nd .19 <.01 nd

I 1271 small siren Toprakale 80.40 .08 18.70 .13 .09 .10 .01 .41 <.01 nd

Delphi Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

1248 Greek siren Delphi 86.80 5.10 7-00 .09 .03 • 54 .03 ■ 52 nd nd

2351 bull's head Delphi 77-20 13-00 8.70 .06 .07 .22 .02 .50 <.01 .22

2623A siren attachment Delphi 76.60 6.80 9.50 .19 1.60 2.10 .03 2.10 .02 1 .30

2623B siren attachment Delphi 75-80 8.40 7.80 .17 2.60 1.90 .03 2.00 .02 1 .30

2704 small siren attachment Delphi 76.50 14-00 7-00 .16 .13 .55 .04 1 .30 .02 .70

A fragment of small cauldron Delphi 91.90 .50 6.60 .10 .24 .17 .17 .59 .01 nd

B fragment of large cauldron Delphi 93-90 .06 5-50 .10 .41 nd .10 nd <.01 nd

C similar cauldron Delphi 94.00 -09 5.60 .06 .17 nd .02 nd <.01 nd

D similar cauldron Delphi 92.80 nd 6.90 .06 • 38 nd .06 nd nd nd

E similar cauldron Delphi 93-90 nd 5.90 .06 .25 nd .06 nd nd nd

National Museum Athens (Steinberg analyses).

Fe Sb Ni As Bi ZnReg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag

M6123 Greek siren Olympia 74.30 11.40 12.70 .07 .71 .15 .02 • 35 <.01 .18

6147 "griffon" attachment Olympia 75.60 12.20 6.90 .09 .26 .62 nd • 92 nd 3-40

6157 bull's head Olympia 83.90 .37 15-40 .10 -05 .04 .02 .13 <-01 nd

7334A cauldron siren Mt. Ptoan 92.10 .03 7-60 .04 .20 nd .01 nd nd nd

7334B cauldron rim Mt. Ptoon 81 .90 7.50 7.40 .15 .93 .61 .03’ .70 .02 .88

13927A bull's head Argive Heraion 89.ΘΟ 3-90 4.80 .05 .56 nd .74 nd nd .13

13927B inside of bull's head Argive Heraion 91 .10 3-30 4.50 .01 .45 nd .66 nd nd .09

Olympia Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

B27 oriental siren Olympia 87.20 3.70 .10 .18 5.OO 1 .80 .02 1 .60 .04 .20

751 wing of oriental siren Olympia 89.20 .52 9.40 .11 .03 .18 .05 .46 nd nd

1570 oriental siren Olympia 78.20 13.30 6.30 >1 .00 .35 .49 .02 • 39 .04 nd

1690 Greek siren Olympia 83.60 6.60 8.10 .08 .65 .24 .16 .53 nd .12

1735 Janus attach. Olympia 89.00 .66 6.30 .10 2.50 .37 .03 .48 nd .37

4080 bull's head Olympia 69.80 19.80 9.40 .07 .51 .14 .03 .40 .02 nd

4298 oriental siren Olympia 88.80 3.50 .11 .17 4.10 1.50 .33 1 .40 .04 .22

4312 bearded attach. Olympia 85.90 2.10 10.30 .12 .58 .29 .03 .47 <.01 .13

4313 oriental Olympia 85.90 1.50 1 1 .80 .09 .02 .14 nd .48 nd .10

5240 frag, of cauldron Olympia 96.30 .06 3.40 .04 .21 nd .02 .14 <.01 nd

5005 frag, cauldron stand Olympia 89.80 .05 9.70 .05 .15 nd nd nd nd .17

5040 frag, of relief-demons Olympia 88.10 nd 11.50 .07 .26 nd nd, nd nd nd

5045 frag- relief-riders Olympia 89-20 .06 10.10 .10 • 35 nd nd nd nd nd

8596 roof of mouth of griffon Olympia 99.40 nd .36 .01 .23 nd .07 nd nd nd

11353 neck of griffon Olympia 90.80 .06 7.90 .08 .44 nd .46 nd <-01 .19

Br.12225 neck of griffon Olympia 92.20 <.02 7.70 .04 .05 nd . 1 1 nd nd nd

A cauldron stand Olympia 86.10 nd 13.50 .08 .19 nd .03 nd <.01 nd

B cauldron Olympia 87.30 .04 12.20 .05 • 32 nd nd nd <.01 .12
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Samos Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

8 cast griffon protome Heraion at Samos,Vathy 83.20 11.10 5-10 .06 .26 nd .24 nd nd nd

10 cast griffon protome Heraion at Samos,Vathy 85-30 8.10 5-60 .06 .58 nd .25 nd nd nd

1 1 cast griffon protome Heraion at Samos,Vathy 86.80 3.50 8.30 .17 .44 nd .10 nd .73 nd

99 miscasting of horse Heraion at Samos,Vathy 98.90 .05 .41 .03 -25 nd .32 nd nd nd

158 griffon protome Heraion at Samoa,Vathy 99-20 nd .50 .06 .22 nd nd · nd nd nd

161 hull head attachment Heraion at Samos,Vathy 89.40 1.50 7.80 .17 .03 .32 .10 .75 nd nd

165 bearded ’’Assyrian" figurine Heraion at Samos,Vathy 89-50 .20 9.30 .13 .10 .16 .04 .11 nd .44

177 lug for handle of phiale Heraion at Samoa,Vathy 79.10 10.70 9.00 .05 .08 .35 .43 .16 nd nd

303 bull head attachment Heraion at Samos,Vathy 89-80 .68 9.20 .05 .11 nd •23 nd nd .11

348 bull head attachment Heraion at Samos,Vathy 89-90 .46 7.80 .07 .75 .29 <.01 • 38 .03 .19

48 winged attach.-unfinished Heraion at Samos.Vathy 76.50 23.00 <.10 -03 .02 nd .06 1 .40 nd nd

596 man-waste Heraion at Samos,Vathy 98.20 .09 .39 .09 .43 .21 .03 .52 .01 nd

643 griffon-miscast Heraion at Samos.Vathy 91.20 .24 7.70 .04 .19 nd ■ 23 nd nd .40

698 griffon-miscast Heraion at Samos.Vathy 86.50 5.70 7.40 .03 .02 nd .04 nd nd .15

807 griffon-miscast Heraion at Samos.Vathy 79-70 13-80 5.30 .07 .09 nd .04 .40 .76 nd

809 griffon-miscast Heraion at Samos.Vathy 76.20 15-50 5-60 •25 .16 .13 nd 1 .20 .76 .06

815 griffon-miscast Heraion at Samos.Vathy 89.20 3-80 6.80 ■ 03 • 05 nd .14 nd nd nd

876 piece of tripod Heraion at Samos.Vathy 89.60 1 .20 9.00 .08 .28 nd .02 nd nd nd

SB954 lion's paw tripod foot Heraion at Samos Vathy 83-00 6.60 7.60 .10 .56 .27 .11 1.74 .05 nd

SB 995 lug for handle Heraion at Samoa Vathy 88.90 4.50 5.70 .06 .47 nd .07 .28 .06 nd

SB 1099 wheel shaped foundry waste Heraion at Samos Vathy 98.20 .20 1.00’ .05 .29 nd .17 .16 .02 nd

SB 1218 figure of offerant Heraion at Samos Vathy 89-90 .48 8.40 .15 .33 .18 .02 • 35 <.01 .35

SB 1351 bulls hoof Heraion at Samos Vathy 83-20 8.30 6.40 .11 .44 nd .49 .12 >1 .00 nd

SB 1238 "Egyptian" cube base Heraion at Samos Vathy 74.20 12.00 10.70 .11 .75 .91 .05 .69 >1 .00 nd

SB 1284 miscast griffon Heraion at Samos Vathy 83-80 7.30 7-80 .07 .85 nd .16 .27 <.01 nd

SB A waste fragment from foundry Heraion at Samoa Vathy Θ8.ΘΟ 4.20 5-90 -07 -27 .12 .21 .53 .10 nd

SB 1OA phiale Heraion at Samoa Vathy 97-70 .22 2.00 .04 .03 nd -03 nd nd nd

SB B4A fragment Heraion at Samos Vathy 93-90 .05 5.90 .06 .10 nd <.01 nd nd nd

Vatican Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu . Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

196.1 cauldron Tomba Regolini-Galassi 88.20 .92 9.20 .09 .06 .46 .04 .92 nd nd

196.2 lion head Tomba Begolini-Galassi 88.10 .79 9.50 .09 .04 .48 .04 ■ 96 nd nd

196.3 near rim Tomba Regolini-Galassi 90.30 .17 8.80 .07 .02 .27 .05 • 33 nd nd

208 patera(frag.) Tomba Regolini-Galassi 99.00 .29 .26 .05 .34 nd .06 nd nd nd

203 patera Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91.90 .40 7.40 .06 .01 .12 .06 <.10 nd nd

217.1 throne-leg Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91.10 • 33 8.30 .05 .12 .11 .03 .10 nd nd

217-2 left arm grip Tomba Regolini-Galassi 89-10 1 .40 8.30 .09 .10 .35 .05 .50 nd nd

217.3 horse headrest Tomba Regolini-Galassi 90.10 .66 8.00 .14 .26 .29 .08 .56 nd nd

217.4 revetment seat Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91.60 .42 7.50 .08 .03 .21 .07 <.10 nd nd

227 chariot pole Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91 .60 1 .40 6.10 .08 .02 .21 .11 .40 .02 nd

236 bed leg Tomba Regolini-Galassi 89.00 2.30 6.9O • 38 .06 .85 .12 .51 .03 nd

239.1 bull Tomba Regolini-Galassi 87.40 3.10 8.50 .10 .04 .23 .07 .45 .02 nd

240A incense cart Tomba Regolini-Galassi 90.90 .93 6.60 .23 .05 • 42 .06 .85 .03 nd

24OB lotus flower Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91 -20 .98 6.3O .13 .02 .44 .06 .90 .03 nd

240c figurine Tomba Regolini-Galassi 88.9O 1.50 7.7O .19 .03 .51 • 05 ■ 93 nd nd

240D figurine Tomba Regolini-Galassi 88.70 • 37 9.60 .07 .02 .46 .03 ■ 93 nd nd

250 bis shield Tomba Regolini-Galassi 89.90 .06 9.90 .03 .02 nd .05 nd nd nd

252 small shield Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91 .80 .11 7.60 .17 .12 .19 .19 nd nd nd

257 spit Tomba Regolini-Galassi 91.10 2.40 5.20 .11 .03 .34 .12 .41 .02 .34

303 cauldron stand Tomba Regolini-Galassi 89.00 .04 10.50 .08 .10 .07 .16 nd .02 nd

307A cauldron body Tomba Regolini-Galassi 89.80 .03 10.00 .04 .02 nd .05 nd <.01 nd
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Segue: Vatican Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

3O7B lion protome Tomba Regolini-Galassi 88.60 .12 10.90 .09 .10 .05 .10 nd <.01 nd

307C 2nd lion protome Tomba Regolini-Galassi 89.10 .07 10.50 ■ 05 .05 .04 .06 nd <.01 nd

316 bowl Tomba Regolini-Galassi 88.20 .53 10.40 .08 .03 .22 .09 .26 .02 nd

448 incense burner Cerveteri 88.90 .83 9.40 .09 .09 .25 .08 .36 .01 nd

1179 horse protome Cerveteri 91 -40 ■ 73 7.50 .05 .01 .07 .09 <.10 <.01 nd

Villa Giulia Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

B13.1 bowl rim Bernardini Tomb 89.80 .14 9.80 .05 .05 nd .03 nd nd .13

B14.1 craticula leg Bernardini Tomb 91.90 .04 7.70 .03 .01 nd nd nd nd .07

B16.Ì spearhead Bernardini Tomb 90.30 1.40 7.60 .08 .02 .20 .05 .33 nd .03

B19-1 harness ring Bernardini Tomb 88.80 8.10 1.10 .03 ■1.60 nd .03 .34 nd nd

B20.1 greave Bernardini Tomb 87.80 .21 1 1 .80 .04 .02 nd .17 nd nd nd

B22.11 sheath Bernardini Tomb 88.90 .05 1 O.3O .03 .18 .29 .03 nd .01 nd

B22.2 figure Bernardini Tomb 90.60 .47 8.40 .09 .02 .25 .06 .37 .01 nd

B23.1 sheath Bernardini Tomb 85-90 1.70 1 1 .60 .12 .06 .26 .05 .35 nd .10 ·

B23.2 sheath Bernardini Tomb 86.70 1 .20 1 1 .40 .08 . .11 .27 .06 .27 .01 nd

B24.1 sheath Bernadini Tomb 85-90 3.50 9.90 .05 .02 .12 .03 .27 nd nd

B24.2 sheath Bernardini Tomb 87-50 3.00 9.00 .06 .02 .14 • 03 .28 nd nd

B25.1 rivet Bernardini Tomb 95-40 .12 4.10 .04 .02 .07 .07 nd nd nd

B1 .23 siren Bernardini Tomb 87.80 ■57 10.60 .07 .19 .25 nd .35 .02 .10

B6.1 man Bernardini Tomb 84-90 3.70 9.90 .06 . 15 .19 .06 .40 nd .65

B6.2 brace Bernardini Tomb 87-00 2.80 8.20 .09 .41 -45 .03 .71 nd .26

B6.3 foot Bernardini Tomb 85.80 2.70 9.20 .13 .03 .88 .03 1 .00 .03 nd

B6.4 second foot Bernardini Tomb 86.70 3.20 7.80 .13 .02 .95 .03 1.40 .03 nd

B4.3 bowl fragment Bernardini Tomb 93-90 .05 5.90 .06 .10 nd <.01 nd nd nd

B1 .1 cauldron rim Bernardini Tomb 89-90 nd 9.70 .03 .14 nd nd nd .01 nd

B1 .21 siren Bernardini Tomb 87-20 .47 11.30 .07 .15 .28 .02 .40 .02 .29

B1 .22 siren Bernardini Tomb 87.30 .47 11.30 .07 .14 .29 .02 .40 .02 .08

B1 .4 neck Bernardini Tomb 89-70 .10 10.00 .08 .26 nd <.01 nd nd nd

B1 .51 disc Bernardini Tomb 91.30 .05 8.10 .06 .25 nd .01 nd nd nd

B2.1 cauldron stand Bernardini Tomb 91.80 .29 7.60 .10 .13 nd .03 nd .01 .07

B1 .31 cup Bernardini Tomb 90.90 nd 8.50 .06 • 36 nd .09 nd nd nd

B4.1 bowl(frag.) Bernardini Tomb 91 .20 .05 8.60 .05 .12 nd <.01 nd nd .09

B4.2 similar bowl Bernardini Tomb 89.40 .10 9-60 .05 .75 nd .06 nd nd .08

B5.1 bowl rim Bernardini Tomb 89.30 .05 10.30 .04 .04 nd .19 nd nd nd

B5.2 handle A Bernardini Tomb 90.20 .27 9.20 .05 .07 nd .12 nd nd nd

B5.3 handle B Bernardini Tomb 89.60 .19 10.10 .06 .09 nd .11 nd nd nd

B7.1 bowl 3 legs-rim Bernardini Tomb 89-30 .05 10.40 .08 .10 nd nd nd nd nd

B7.2 leg Bernardini Tomb 91 .80 .12 7.90 .05 .03 .40 .05 nd nd nd

ΒΘ.1 bowl rim Bernardini Tomb 92.30 .12 7.20 .05 .06 nd <.01 nd nd .08

B9.1 situla handle Bernardini Tomb 83.50 8.90 6.80 .06 .11 .14 .05 .25 <-01 nd

B9-2 rivet Bernardini Tomb 96.80 .64 2.40 .05 .02 nd .08 nd nd nd

B10.1 phial Bernardini Tomb 97.70 .22 2.00 .04 .03 nd .03 nd nd nd

A35.1 handle Bernardini Tomb 90.40 .78 7.50 .08 .06 .31 .60 .31 .01 nd

B10.2 phiale Bernardini Tomb 91 -20 .05 8.60 .03 .07 .08 .01 .11 nd nd

B1 .31 griffon or neck Bernardini Tomb 89.80 .04 10.00 .07 .24 nd .01 nd nd nd

B1 .32 griffon Bernardini Tomb 90.20 .16 9.30 .10 .15 nd .01 nd nd nd

B1 .33 griffon Bernardini Tomb 92.40 .02 7.30 .07 .24 nd .01 nd nd nd

B9-3 situla rim Bernardini Tomb 93.90 .08 4.40 .05 1.20 nd .05 nd .01 nd

B17.1 shield boss Bernardini Tomb 91 .20 .07 8.50 .05 .10 nd .05 nd <.01 nd
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Segue: Villa Giulia Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

B20.1 greave Bernardini Tomb 90.60 <.01 9.10 .09 .17 nd ■ .01 nd <.01 nd

B22.21 sheath left tube Bernardini Tomb 90.40 .99 8.00 .12 .02 .42 .03 nd .03 nd

B25.2 ossuary body Bernardini Tomb 92.70 .20 7.00 .04 .01 nd .04 nd nd nd

B25-3 ossuary body Bernardini Tomb 92.80 .16 6.70 .06 .04 .11 .05 nd nd nd

B25.1 ossuary handle Bernardini Tomb 89.80 1.10 7.90 .12 .01 .44 .12 .35 .02 nd

B27.1 clasp rod Bernardini Tomb 87.40 .49 11.20 .06 .09 .31 .07 .28 .01 nd

B22.13 sheath Bernardini Tomb 89-30 .08 10.10 .03 .05 .34 .04 nd .02 nd

2.2 stand frag. Bernardini Tomb 94.00 .23 5.30 .10 • 32 nd .02 nd nd nd

3069 bowl rim Barberini Tomb 90.60 .05 9.10 .05 .20 nd· .03 nd nd nd

3075 phiale Barberini Tomb 90.10 <.01 9.70 .04 .07 nd .03 nd nd nd

3131 cup leg Barberini Tomb 91.10 .51 6.10 .08 1.50 .22 .05 nd nd • 48

3132 kotyle Barberini Tomb 93.80 ..12 5.60 .07 .28 .14 .04 nd nd nd

13165 kotyle Barberini Tomb 94.70 <•01 5.00 .02 .11 .08 .03 nd .01 nd

13177 cauldron stand Barberini Tomb 90.60 .03 8.90 .03 .16 nd .16 nd nd .06

3179 cauldron rim Barberini Tomb 93-30 .37 5.70 .07 .09 .09 • 03 .16 nd nd

3184 cauldron handle Barberini Tomb 76.10 14.50 8.50 .09 .09 .30 .07 • 36 .01 nd

3191 tripod foot Barberini Tomb 88.20 3.70 5.50 .10 1.10 .33 .05 .62 .02 .21

3192 tripod brace Barberini Tomb 84.10 10.10 5.00 .05 .34 .15 .03 .15 .01 .07

13192 tripod man Barberini Tomb 79.70 1 .80 10.40 .07 7.10 .40 .05 • 35 nd nd

13177 cauldron stand Barberini Tomb 89.80 .06 9.70 .04 .08 nd .17 nd nd nd

13184 cauldron body Barberini Tomb 86.30 .04 13.60 .05 .03 nd • 04 nd nd nd

12966 handle Barberini Tomb ΘΘ.20 1 .00 9.90 .10 .04 .27 .06 -36 .01 .10

Ankara Archaeological Museum (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

A19486A bull attachment Gordion 84.20 5.80 9.20 .07 .74 nd .04 nd nd nd

A19486B rim of cauldron Gordion 85-20 .03 13.30 .06 1.10 nd .07 .19 nd nd

B1253 bird attachment Gordion 86.90 .72 ■12.00 .04 .07 nd .18 nd nd nd

4037 W9 ring of table Gordion 9O.9O .98 6.30 .06 .59 .27 .09 .55 nd .29

59/2148 bull’s hoof Altintepe 83.70 1.60 9-00 .06 .49 .12 .03 .28 <-01 4.70

59/2149 lion's hoof Altintepe 89-80 .86 8.80 .09 .09 .07 .01 .19 <.01 nd

59/2222 hook Altintepe 88.9O .31 9.40 .08 .42 nd nd nd nd .79

59/223OA horse bit Altintepe 78.20 .32 18.50 .07 .53 .22 .02 .42 <.01 1 .80

A9.1 volute decoration Altintepe 80.20 nd 18.70 .07 .17 nd .01 nd nd .89

B9-1 cauldron handle Patnos 9O.7O 4.80 4.00 .08 .08 nd .30 nd nd nd

C9.2 cauldron body Patnos 93.80 .22 5.90 .10 .24 nd .02 nd nd nd

Miscellaneous (Steinberg analyses).

Reg. Description Provenance Cu Pb Sn Ag Fe Sb Ni As Bi Zn

62-523 L.B.A. crucible refuse Luni 91.90 .11 .19 nd 7-90 nd nd nd nd nd

F84476 deer proteme Trestina 90.10 2.60 6.70 .05 .07 nd .07 .26 .04 nd

F84477 central piece w.3 deer protomes Trestina 86.90 1.70 10.80 .01 .02 nd .02 .48 .03 nd

F84481 goat protome Trestina 84.70 3.90 10.80 .06 .02 .07 .10 ■ 38 .04 nd

2614 griffon protome leg Louvre 87-70 .06 11.20 .02 .■24 nd .02 nd nd .73

RB2.2 cauldron stand fragments Louvre 94.00 .23 5.30 .10 .32 nd .02 nd nd nd
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